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Letter from the Editor-in-Chief

Over the past few years, we have come to realize that a great danger of technology is the unfair bias that AI systems create, reinforce, and propagate. While the source of such bias is usually human, machines’ homogeneity and efficiency could easily magnify its damage, a concern further exacerbated by the fact that AI systems are being trusted to make more and more critical decisions in almost every aspect of human experience.

Data is often the channel through which bias transmits from human experience to machines. For example, a training dataset with inherent societal bias, or simply a limited and unrepresentative training dataset, may lead to machine learning models that are unfair and biased towards a specific class. However, detecting and correcting unfair bias in AI systems are much more than just a data management task. In particular, since bias starts with humans and will eventually affect humans, addressing unfair bias requires insights from psychological, societal, and cultural perspectives.

James Foulds and Shimei Pan put together the current issue – Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Fairness and Artificial Intelligence Systems – that consists of six papers from leading researchers in multidisciplinary areas. It is an excellent collection of ideas and best practices on this important topic.

Haixun Wang
Instacart
Letter from the Special Issue Editors

As Artificial Intelligence (AI) and Machine Learning (ML) are increasingly being used to make consequential decisions that may critically impact individuals and many aspects of our society such as criminal justice, health care, education, and employment, there is a growing recognition that AI systems may perpetuate or, worse, exacerbate the unfairness of existing social systems. To tackle this problem, there has been a sharp recent focus on fair AI/ML research in the Machine Learning community. These efforts tend to focus on how to engineer fair AI models by (a) defining appropriate metrics of fairness and (b) designing new algorithms to mitigate bias and ensure fairness. It however frequently overlooks the messy, complex and ever changing contexts in which these systems are deployed. As AI fairness is a complex socio-technical issue which cannot be addressed by a purely technical solution, designing fair AI systems requires close collaboration across multiple disciplines to deeply integrate the social, historical, legal, and technical context and concerns in the design process.

In this special issue on Interdisciplinary Perspectives on Fairness and Artificial Intelligence Systems, leading researchers from engineering, social science and humanities present their work on ethical considerations in developing fair AI systems specifically, and responsible socio-technical systems in general. We sought high-quality contributions that integrate ideas from more than one field across the disciplines of technology, social science and the humanities. These papers will provide readers deep insights into the nature and complexity of AI biases, their manifestations in developing practical socio-technical systems and typical mitigation strategies. They also identify opportunities for the AI community to engage with the experts from the humanities.

Safiya U. Noble and Sarah T. Roberts from UCLA seek to expand the conversations about socio-technical systems beyond individual, moral and ethical concerns. They believe that the field of “ethical AI” must contend with how it affects and is affected by power structures that encode systems of sexism, racism, and class. They advocate the need for independent research institutes, such as the UCLA Center for Critical Internet Inquiry (C2i2) to promote investigations into the politics, economics, and impacts of technological systems.

Jennifer Keating from the University of Pittsburgh discusses the importance of incorporating ethical standards and responsible design features into the development of new technologies. Covid contact tracing was used as a case study to illustrate how rapidly developed tools can have unintended consequences if they are not carefully designed/monitored. She advocates that technologists should collaborate with experts from the humanities to integrate deeper cultural concerns and social/political context into technology development.

Lisa Singh and her co-authors from Georgetown University overview the challenges associated with using social media data and the ethical considerations they create. They frame the ethical dilemmas within the context of data privacy and algorithmic fairness and show how and when different ethical concerns arise.

Sebastian Schelter from University of Amsterdam and Julia Stoyanovich from NYU present a discussion on technical bias that arises in the data processing pipeline. A number of potential sources of bias during the preprocessing, model development and deployment phases of the ML development lifecycle are identified, with illustrative examples. They show how software support can help avoid these technical bias issues. The broader point of the work is to shed light on the challenge of bias introduced due to data engineering decisions, and to promote an emerging research direction on developing solutions to mitigate it.

James Foulds and Shimei Pan from UMBC aim to shed light on whether parity-based metrics are valid measures of AI fairness. They consider the arguments both for and against parity-based fairness definitions and provide a set of guidelines on their use in different contexts.

Finally, Jared Sylvester and Edward Raff from Booz Allen Hamilton argue that good-faith efforts toward implementing fairness in practical ML applications should be encouraged, even when the fairness interventions may not result from completely resolving thorny philosophical debates, as this represents progress over the (likely unfair) status quo. This viewpoint is discussed in several contexts: choosing the right fairness metric, solving trolley problems for self-driving cars, and selecting hyper-parameters for fair learning algorithms.

James Foulds and Shimei Pan
University of Maryland, Baltimore County
Abstract

The topic of justice, fairness, bias, labor and their relation to the products and practices of technology and internet companies has been a subject of our concern for nearly a decade. We see these challenges—from the organizing logics of the technology sector with respect to algorithmic discrimination, to labor practices in commercial content moderation, as key pathways into better understanding the creation and maintenance of problems made by the technology sector that cannot be solved with techno-solutionism. While our work has been closely aligned to research and advocacy broadly construed in the domain of ethics and AI, we seek to expand the conversations about sociotechnical systems beyond individual, moral and ethical concerns to those of structures, practices, policies which would allow for interdisciplinary frameworks from the fields of critical information studies, sociology, and the social sciences, and the humanities. To make legible the paradigm-shifting work we think could be taken up by scholars at colleges and universities, we will outline the contours and specifics of institutionalizing these approaches through a research center, the UCLA Center for Critical Internet Inquiry (C2i2) and its activities. By making visible the need for such a space, and our experiences and values, our hope is that it will make transparent the process and possibilities for centering justice and fairness in the world, rather than the prevailing technosolutionism we see emerging within conversations and initiatives focused on ethics and technology.

1 Introduction

In the summer of 2018, we received approval for the establishment of a new UCLA Center for Critical Internet Inquiry (C2i2). The proposed Center would be based within the Department of Information Studies, in the Graduate School of Education & Information Studies, but would be campus-wide in scope. The effort was designed to address the societal impact of internet platforms, the social construction and effects of data they generate and disseminate, and their various drivers with a keen focus on issues of racial justice and gender equity. At the time of our founding, UCLA did not have any organized research unit that exclusively focused on this extraordinarily important and pervasive area of twenty-first century life, culture, and economy.

Our effort to develop and centralize a robust, visible institutional infrastructure at UCLA and beyond that provides researchers and instructors with a locus from which to inform internet development and policy, has not been without challenges. This work, by its very nature, challenges received notions of the internet and other digital technologies as primarily liberatory, beneficent or, at the least, value-neutral. Efforts to address the potentials and pitfalls of the internet for people and communities who are marginalized and underrepresented with respect
to the digital is happening at a moment of austerity, when universities are increasingly reliant upon corporate and private donations to stay afloat in the wake of shrinking allocations from the legislators in Sacramento to its robust California Community Colleges, its world-class California State University system, and its flagship research campuses across the University of California.

2 The State of Internet Research

The public is increasingly eager to develop its own understanding and ability to actively participate in the steering of the digital technologies, social media platforms, and internet usage that now characterize much of everyday life, yet there are few mechanisms that afford such intervention. Those who should act in their stead, such as legislators and policy makers, legal professionals, educators, and others in gatekeeping capacities often lack a full picture of these technologies, their processes, and their social implications—even when they are sympathetic and energized to the public’s desire to wrest back control. For much of their existence, Silicon Valley’s social media firms have enjoyed close—even cozy—relationships with legislators in Washington. Even as the tide of general sentiment has turned over the past few years, the grilling that Senate subcommittees have intended to give the executives of those firms has often fallen flat simply due to a lack of precision or understanding on the part of the questioners. In both cases, the public has stood to lose.

Meanwhile, there has been an effort by these same firms, often along with university partners that have been heretofore largely uncritical of them, to get out ahead of any potential lawmaker curtailing their activities by appearing to self-regulate. The most common iteration of this attempt has come in the nascent development of a variety of “ethics” initiatives, boards and research teams popping up inside of and adjacent to the major corporations. Those initiatives, too, are not without significant flaws. We are fundamentally concerned with the industry regulating itself in lieu of responding to public policy and providing accountability. While self-reflection is important, as are increasing efforts to broaden frameworks of responsibility, we largely see that self-regulation is insufficient as the industry leaders are the subjects of antitrust lawsuits, EEOC violations, and investigations into consumer harm.

We are indebted to a number of scholars who are influencing our thinking about the politics and power embedded in the digital, and whose work we are in dialog with on a continual basis. There are of course, so many important social scientists and humanists whose work has been the opening for scholars in computing to take the systemic issues of fairness and equity. What we often find is that scholars in computer science and related engineering fields do not cite the work of the scholars who have framed the debate, thus making the need for epicenters of interdisciplinary critical scholarship even more crucial. Indeed, the ability to invoke issues of fairness has been made legible and plausible because humanists and social scientists have provided the evidence that has forced these issues into view.

For instance, ’s review of ethics and fairness in the fields of machine learning and artificial intelligence is an important overview of how our colleagues in computing fields are increasingly limited by the origins of Western philosophy as they cultivate “ethical AI.” We will not repeat here the work done to trace the histories of liberalism and its limitations as applied to computing and digital technologies, but we note that this previous careful study of the origins of liberal philosophy that bolsters the field of ethics deeply informs our own disposition toward the limits of this emerging field. In particular, we believe that the field of “ethical AI” must contend with how it affects and is affected by power structures that encode systems of sexism, racism, and class. Instead of depoliticizing these systems, we embrace a sociological orientation, in the tradition of scholars like, who has adeptly framed and helped us better understand more powerful analytics like oppression and discrimination in lieu of words like bias and ethics, which obfuscate the power analyses and interventions so desperately needed.

In our research, we use structural and systems-level analyses that can properly account for the impact of the socio-technical assemblages that make up digital ecosystems and infrastructures. Through our studies of

1See [4].
the digital, we uncover opportunities for accountability from harms that extend beyond individual moral and ethical choices to public policy, labor and employment practices, supply-chain business practices, environmental interactions, and a variety of approaches that can have tremendous impact at scale. Without these approaches, the work of ethical AI is greatly reduced to individual, technical, and organizational-level failings against some imagined “fair” standard that, itself, is dislocated from fairness as a matter of civil, human, or sovereign rights tied to political, economic, and social struggles. Because of these analytical framings, we are able to examine the material dimensions of internet-enabled digital infrastructures and practices that involve many factors that extend beyond algorithms and AI to include workers, legal and financial practices, and consolidations of power. [4] wrote about the way in which technology corporations, in an effort to minimize risk from the damages associated with their discriminatory and faulty products, are performing reputation management through claims to be more accountable, fair, transparent, and ethical. Several in-house ethical AI teams, corporate-sponsored research think tanks, and non-profits aligned with industry are producing myriad conferences, white papers, research publications and campaigns that seek to define the landscape of ethical AI. They note:

Moreover, data trusts and research partnerships between universities, policy think tanks, and technology corporations have been established and revamped as a go-to strategy for effecting a more democratic and inclusive mediated society, again calling for fairness, accountability, and transparency (FAT) as key ideals within the future of AI, yet often leaving and ignoring notions of intersectional power relations out of their ethical imaginaries and frameworks. As a point of departure, many are invested in linking conversations about ethics to the moral genesis and failures caused by structural racism, sexism, capitalism, and the fostering of inequality, with an eye toward understanding how the digital is implicated in social, political, and economic systems that buttress systemic failures. Complicating these conversations are concerns about neo-colonial technology supply chains and the total integration of the digital into global economic systems [4].

We are equally influenced in the making of space for feminist and critical interrogations of fairness models by the work of [14], whose work we see at the forefront of design-thinking that accounts for systemic oppression rather than technosolutions that are rooted in ideologies of colorblindness, genderblindness, and disavowals of their politics. We are heartened to see in the last proceedings of the ACM Fairness, Accountability and Transparency conference the model of [1] in thinking about the complexities and role of computing in social change, and see this as a powerful possibility for reimagining how we do interdisciplinary work that makes for new normativities around social justice in the fields of computing.

As we think about the work before us in 2021, the limits of the ethical AI-academic-industrial complex, with respect to true interventions that need to be made in the business models that promulgate unfairness and discrimination were on powerful display with the unexpected and headline-grabbing December 2020 firing of one of the most prominent AI ethicists in the world, Dr. Timnit Gebru of Google. Indeed, as 2020 drew to a close, it was with daily news stories and tweets about a range of problems Gebru had faced, from the hostile work environment she experienced as a Black woman to attempts to silence and suppress the evidence she found of algorithmic discrimination in Google’s natural language processing (NLP) models [13]. Indeed, her work referenced many well-known and broadly understood negative impacts of AI, from discrimination to environmental impact [8], while in this case, specifically linking these flaws to Google’s products. Gebru’s scholarship in the area of discriminatory and unfair technologies is deep and unparalleled [11, 12, 5]. What this case demonstrates in practice is that doing the hard work of tracing discrimination and harm cannot withstand the profit imperative that technology companies prioritize at all cost – even at the expense of their own claims to prioritizing ethics.

We believe this necessitates, more than ever, independent spaces for the study of these problems, without exertion and pressure from the interests of shareholders, and without impinging upon academic freedom and the need for researchers to speak truth to power through their analyses and discoveries.
Moreover, the firing of Gebru is not unlike the firing and intimidation of workers in a variety of technology companies who, when confronting their employers with evidence of the harms of their products or labor conditions, have been summarily dismissed [6, 15, 19]. Therein lies a profound contradiction at the claims to fairness and ethics in product development while evidence of unfairness, discrimination, wage disparity, misrepresentation, hostile and damaging workplaces, harassment, and so forth are standard operating procedures across the major internet companies. We need spaces for research and a variety of interventions – at social, political, and technical dimensions – that are not controlled by the interests of the very actors that benefit from these types of corporate practices.

We see the limits of possibility for intervention in industrial-academic ethics labs, and we recognize the roster of university- and industry-based centers engaging at the intersection of internet and society is long, but few are specifically and directly concerned with articulating the critical issues of asymmetrical power with respect to digital technologies. Simply put, we believe the time to do so is now and we are attempting to do so at UCLA. Even fewer centers of internet inquiry are institutionalized at public research universities: some of the most visible centers have been the University of Oxford’s Oxford Internet Institute (OII), Harvard University’s Berkman Klein Center, Yale’s Internet Society Project and Stanford University’s Center for Internet & Society and Stanford Center for Human-Centered Artificial Intelligence, which are often industry focused and not without associated challenges. As industry and commercial projects are increasingly moving to the forefront in the public sphere, and having significant impact on shaping the activities and nature of public institutions—including public K-12 education and libraries, higher education, and public media, inquiry into these projects and their trajectories is well-suited to UCLA as the leading public research university in the United States. In our case, we are interested in research and policy interventions that center the most vulnerable. We believe that this type of research, expressly embedded in public universities, strengthens the democratic, public-interest counterweights that are so clearly needed to foster broader interdisciplinary research efforts that prioritize various publics.

3 An Effort to Transform the Culture of Internet Studies

The UCLA Center for Critical Internet Inquiry (C2i2) is an interdisciplinary center that promotes the technological, historical, social and humanistic study of the internet and digital life with respect to the values of fairness, justice, equity, and sustainability in the digital world. C2i2’s innovation and orientation to its study of the internet is not simply based on the objects of investigation with which we engage, but, rather, our theoretical orientation to this work. We are humanities-informed social scientists who are also technologists. As such, we are concerned with the social implications and impact of technology. Our disciplinary and theoretical orientation reflects what we describe as the broad, and still somewhat nascent, subfield of critical information studies [20].

In our intellectual practice, critical information studies itself, by its nature, necessitates interdisciplinary contact and intellectual influence bridged between and among it and the fields of library & information science, internet studies, media studies, communication, African American studies, gender studies, labor studies, sociology, science and technology studies, and other key and relevant points of scholarly contact.

The conceptual basis for an expressly critical information studies, in particular, is a stipulation that information is fundamentally and inherently a matter to be regarded as existing along axes of social, political and cultural production, import, values and impact. It therefore follows that power analyses of information along these axes, as they are undertaken in a critical information studies theoretical practice, can be used to apprehend, describe, critique and intervene upon the medium as well as the meanings of texts, images, and ideas and the ways they are produced, displayed, systematized, circulated, consumed, stored and/or discarded within and among digital systems and along those same axes of power. This analytic process fundamentally and inherently relies upon political economic critiques to examine how information is controlled, owned, and distributed.

Under a critical information studies framework, the political economic analysis is then engaged in a further, intersectional power analysis that recognizes that these informational phenomena occur in relation to, and at
varying uneven degrees, based on historical distributions of power along multiple additional axes: those of race, ethnicity, and gender, to name but a few. Herein, the focus is a dedication to studying the ways in which race and gender function in/are deployed by the digital technology practices and products of multinational digital internet media corporations. In this way, we both broaden and sharpen the kinds of analytical tools that can be used to understand technology and/as power and its impacts on the world.

For us, the making of C2i2 is an effort to promote investigations into the politics, economics, and impacts of technological systems, with the goal of understanding the relationships between digital technologies and the internet as a site to enhance the public good. In practical terms, the Center supports both undergraduate and graduate research and education through collaborations with a variety of academic units as well as through the programs within UCLA’s Department of Information Studies and the School of Education & Information Studies. Our research and teaching emphasize internet and information scholarship and practice as relevant to a variety of disciplines and domains.

4 Our Guiding Principles

Our guiding principles have been an effort to make visible a set of priorities that we hope can be taken up, strengthened and added to by a robust network of multiple internet and society centers and initiatives. We start from statements of our fundamental principles and core values:

- We believe our research should have community impact and foster racial justice and social improvement
- We promote outreach, inclusion, and translation of research to the public for greater impact and positive social change
- We invite funders to support the work of C2i2 with an understanding that support for high-quality research is best realized with total independence from funder control over the research agenda, operations, communications, etc. of C2i2
- We recognize that transparency of sources of funding is an important ethical dimension of the work we do, and we seek to make our funders visible while clearly articulating the boundaries and firewalls we place between donations and research outcomes
- We believe in and support global networked relationships with other sites of research and advocacy, worldwide, and we employ a “big umbrella” approach to supporting people and projects that are interested in critical inquiries of the internet and society
- We aspire to relationships and operational practices of “mutual respect, care, pluralism and the duty of repair,” consistent with the strategic mission and vision of the UCLA Department of Information Studies
- We value difficult conversations and debates
- We engage in cyclical review of the research and initiatives of C2i2 to ensure that we are creating a sustainable research environment where faculty, students, staff and community members can develop robust programs of research and action
- We foster an environment of challenge and professional development for our affiliates at all stages in their careers and professional lives

2In this quote, we draw upon recent efforts in the UCLA Department of Information Studies to crystallize and clearly articulate its own commitments.
• We believe in a holistic approach to scholarship that puts physical and mental health and wellness of our colleagues and ourselves at the fore and underscores the importance of a healthy, supportive working environment

• We value learning and dissemination of the research of C2i2 for the benefit of all of our communities and for the larger public good

• We use multiple modalities to transfer our findings in legible, accessible ways for a variety of audiences

5 Critical Internet Studies on the Rise

As of this writing, a series of public circumstances have shaken confidence in internet technologies and platforms. We see these points of failure as having the potential for a profound moment of reconfiguration and repair, as they have opened up new possibilities for reimagining the possibilities of digital networks and their effects. We recognize both the positive affordances, and possible consequences of under-developed or asymmetrical technologies, and seek to study these more robustly. The public is increasingly eager to develop its own understanding and ability to actively participate in the steering of the digital technologies, social media platforms, and internet usage that now characterize much of everyday life, yet there are few mechanisms that afford such intervention. Those who should act in their stead, such as legislators and policy makers, legal professionals, educators, and others in gatekeeping capacities often lack a full picture of these technologies, their processes, and their implications—even when they are sympathetic and energized to the public’s desire to wrest back control. Building upon existing faculty research strengths, C2i2 is attempting to serve as a vital bridge to close this gap in knowledge for academics, policy makers, engaged industry personnel and the public at large by providing both original insights derived from empirical research, as well as the expert analysis and interpretation of those data to positively impact and reimagine digital technologies’ influence in society.

The making of a campus-wide interdisciplinary center that promotes the study of the internet with respect to the values of fairness, justice, equity, and sustainability in the digital world has been difficult in the wake of COVID-19 and the austerity measures now facing higher education. Private foundations have been the lifeblood of our ability to pursue agenda-setting and proactive research, teaching and service while maintaining our intellectual independence, as we seek the bridging of academia, industry, and policy to effect positive change within and among these domains. We engage with scholars, activists, advocates, technologists, policy makers and others who are interested in the ways in which digital technologies are shaping and transforming humanity through initiatives that reflect a broad range of social and ethical concerns that require sustained, open and multi-stakeholder debate and exploration. Developing a center that openly values justice, equity, diversity, community building, environmental sustainability, labor and worker health and well-being, and public trust in democratic institutions with respect to the role of the internet and its constituent platforms and technologies in maximizing or eroding these possibilities has also been less popular than one might believe. We note that our many internet and society counterparts around the world who have been better resourced and supported over the past decade have often enjoyed a more remunerative and expedient direct relationship to the industries they seek to study and critique, whereas our nascent work in centering social justice in information and internet studies has been slowly waxing. It is now firmly on the rise.

We see our work furthering joint curriculum development by the Departments of Information Studies and Education to respond to calls by the State of California for increased digital and media literacy in K-12 schools (SB 830), and see our presence as faculty members within the School of Education & Information Studies as an inherent strength. Likewise, we also value collaboration with centers for the study of the internet and society at other leading universities in the US and elsewhere. As such, we value public intellectual work and public programming. Our plans for public engagement also include outreach to public libraries and archives, educational institutions and community organizations, as well as collaboration with other UCLA campus centers such as
Bunche Center, the Institute for Research on Labor and Employment, the Center for Global Digital Cultures, the Center for Information as Evidence, the UCLA Law Promise Institute, the UCLA Community Archives Lab, and the UCLA Game Lab.

The possibility for our work has been launched through our inaugural Minderoo Initiative on Technology and Power, established through a $3M gift over 5 years that began on July 1, 2020. C2i2 is one of the North American nodes of Minderoo Foundation’s global tech impact network, employing an expert team to develop model frameworks for laws that protect the public from the harms of predatory big data and digital platforms. In our work, we will identify the existing compliance issues of AI use, provide an independent source of public-facing evaluation and knowledge for people seeking greater information, protection and redress, and deliver a model legislative package that upholds dignity, equality, and transparency in government’s use of algorithmic and human moderated digital and data-reliant systems.

We anticipate outputs of interest not only to the greater scholarly community but also with direct and meaningful application in the areas of policy development, advocacy, industry and to an interested and engaged public.

6 Conclusion: Strengthening Research Agendas at the Intersection of Society & Big Data

Currently, there are only a handful of Internet Studies departments that endeavor to cover these topics holistically in the way we propose. We believe this is therefore a tremendous opportunity not just for UCLA, but for many public universities to make an investment in robust collaboration with extant partners across campuses to cultivate a graduates prepared to enter a variety of professions where they can have direct impact in areas of algorithmic discrimination, trust & safety, internet policy, social media and content development, and public-advocacy and community organizing. We believe the time is now to create new paradigms for the public to understand the costs of tech platforms, predictive technologies, advertising-driven algorithmic content, and the work of digital laborers. Of course, central to the harms caused by dis- and mis-information is the work of Commercial Content Moderators [18]. We have already been at the helm of strengthening global research networks for the study of commercial content moderation of social media platforms at scale.

Of course, we also think there are important roles computer scientists and engineers can play in this effort given their expertise. We believe strongly in interdisciplinary approaches and through C2i2 seek opportunities to collaborate, teach, and undertake research between data scientists, computer scientists, information professionals, social scientists and humanists. In the most forward-thinking of ways, we imagine the social and technical given equal footing and resources to solve the most pressing issues facing humanity, the planet, and to address pervasive global inequality and injustice. Our research demonstrates conclusively that internet, social media and tech companies can no longer deny, downplay or ignore their own culpability in some of these crises; those that will thrive beyond regulation and public pushback will see such critique not simply as unfounded criticism for its own sake, but as a tremendous opportunity for real restoration and repair.

There is an important and timely need for both research and public policy development – with civil, human and sovereign rights organizations and stakeholders at the table with technologists, social scientists and humanists – around the importance of restoration and reparations to democracy. For this reason, we see our work, a decade on as collaborators and a year into the existence of C2i2, as having only just begun, and our Center as an ideal place from which to advocate for change. It is nothing less than the agenda of our lifetimes.
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Responsible Design Through Interdisciplinary Collaboration: Contact Tracing Apps, Surveillance and the Prospect of Building User Trust

Jennifer Keating
University of Pittsburgh
jennifer.keating@pitt.edu

Abstract

The recently released Apple/Google Contact Tracing applications have faced low uptake in users throughout the United States in comparison to other nations where legislative mandates require the use of contact tracing applications to limit transmission of the novel Covid-19 virus amidst global pandemic. What features of the application designs could have been developed with a higher prioritization of potential users’ trust? What specters of surveillance, incursions on privacy or narratives compounding power inequity with already vulnerable populations could have been avoided had Google and Apple designers and engineers intentionally collaborated with experts in the humanities from design phase to roll out? What implications could this have had on the ongoing pandemic and rates of transmission in Western countries like the United States?

I Introduction: The Case of Standards

In fall 2018 John Havens, author of Heartificial Intelligence and Executive Director of the IEEE Global Initiative for Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems, visited Carnegie Mellon University. His visit had multiple purposes: a workshop dinner on responsible design for undergraduate and graduate students; an interview for the AI & Humanity Oral Archive; and a visit to my co-taught first-year undergraduate interdisciplinary seminar, AI & Humanity. Ethical design and responsibility were front of mind. It was a pivotal moment, where engaging with the next generation of technologists and the institutions that train them was crucial. It was a time for individual technologists and academics, as well as organizations like IEEE, to provide leadership and guidance as we navigated questions pertaining to social and cultural influences of technology. The questions were old but the tools’ capabilities and the range of our willingness to relinquish consequential decision-making to these tools, was, and continues to be, new.

In 2018 we were in the wake of a lethal accident in Tempe, Arizona, where an Uber experimental autonomous vehicle struck a pedestrian. Another accident with a semi-autonomous Tesla vehicle had left a driver dead. Concerns in regard to AI and robotic systems replacing wide swaths of the labor force the world over, and increased pressure on the ethical implications of AI in consequential decision making, whether in case law review, medical diagnoses or drone warfare, were in the news. Surveillance, the protection of data and the dissemination
of misinformation via social media, in the context of the Facebook Cambridge Analytica scandal, continued to unfold. And increasing concern on the use of deadly force, whether in drone warfare abroad or predictive policing at home, also filled mainstream and fringe media coverage. Things were moving fast. Culturally and socially speaking, real and perceived AI advances were hot topics, and establishments like IEEE were moving in step with world events to develop standards that could productively slow potentially reckless innovation. IEEE led conversations and recommendations to incorporate ethical standards and responsible design features that could be carefully integrated into the innovation and development of tools that were increasingly embedded in everyday life. Educational institutions, governments and corporations alike, formed curricular design teams, ethical boards of review and committees to ensure current technologists and developing practitioners alike, would come to understand the grave responsibility of their roles in developing intelligent technological systems.

While visiting Pittsburgh, Havens described IEEE’s work and the honor he feels in undertaking his role within the organization. He shared, “IEEE, it’s the world’s largest technology association, started 130 years ago by Thomas Edison. It’s a very respected organization (with) 420,000 members in 160 countries. But really (it’s) the heart of the engineering community.” He went on to disclaim that he is not an engineer but in regard to his work with IEEE standards, learning from this process as a witness and as a facilitator, he described a sense of wonder at the processes. He was humbled by the power and the influence of an IEEE standard. In the AI & Humanity Oral Archive he states:

I’ve been on Broadway, right. I can get up in front of two thousand people and sing. You want to lead a standards group, you’d better have thick skin and be ready to navigate a room full of experts but also people that are, in terms of communicating, there’s a very specific thing called a requirement amongst engineers, which I didn’t know about. I remember I had to struggle, people kept saying ‘well the requirement for this’ and I was like, ‘Oh, do I check with Bob, you know, in IEEE to make this?’ And they were like, ‘No, it’s a requirement.’ They kind of gave me this face, ‘It’s a requirement’ (AI & Humanity Oral Archive, www.aiandhumanity.org).

Havens’ steep learning curve on the influence of IEEE standards on curricula in education and industry practices is perhaps a humorous anecdote. But the power of these standards, especially in crucial moments of delicate innovation that can deeply influence the lives of a few or many, are poignant reminders of the implications for such efforts. These standards help to ensure advancement that mitigates bias or harm, they help to uphold expectations for such ethical responsibility from design phase to manufacturing. Havens’ disclaimer that he is not an engineer is wittily shared in the story to demonstrate both his own unfamiliarity with IEEE practices and to highlight the spheres of influence amongst technologists that an IEEE standard might reach. But his own involvement with IEEE came about because he was an outsider to IEEE, a humanist, whose work happened to waywardly step onto a path that was unfamiliar but betrayed his own predilection for inquiry. His outsider status, in the context of his own work with IEEE, turned out to be an asset.

John Havens’ ability to bring basic though powerful questions pertaining to ethical expectations to IEEE is valuable and perhaps speaks to the poignancy of IEEE as an organization, its membership in practitioners the world over, to engage meaningful collaborations as teachers, designers and engineers. In describing his initiation as a practitioner in the AI and intelligent systems areas, Havens states:

My work in AI began out of straight up fear. I was doing a series of interviews for Mashable. I’ve written for Mashable, and the Guardian, and Slate, and I wasn’t in the AI space. But about eight years ago I started interviewing people saying, ‘what’s the code of ethics for AI?’ And thinking, everyone would refer to like, ‘Oh, it’s the Smithton Code written in 1985.’ And more and more what happened is people said, ‘Well, we use the Asimov’s Three Laws of Robotics as our kind of code to ask questions.’ And initially, I was like that’s a short story from the fifties. I’m a big fan of the story [but] it started from fear (AI & Humanity Oral Archive, www.aiandhumanity.org).
Although collaborative development of codes of ethics and standards are still in process, efforts have come a long way from Haven’s initial involvement as a reporter for Mashable in 2010. That said, considerable progress is still needed. Havens describes fear, or perhaps horror, in learning that a science fiction novel series served as a foundational concept for vetting new systems and safeguarding against the prospect of harm, bias or unintended ill consequences for new technologies’ integration into everyday life. These systems can range from algorithms for mortgage approval processes to filters for Human Resources examination of resumes for open job postings to experimental driverless vehicles, each of which have small and enormous effects on the lives of individuals and groups when biases or faults occur and propagate at scale. As Havens opened up lines of inquiry as a journalist, to hold technologists accountable, he underscored the importance of harnessing expertise in a variety of fields to partner with engineers who design systems that infiltrate many more aspects of daily life. In his commitment to these initial curiosities, Havens converts these lines of inquiry from sexy news article pitches into meaningful engagement with IEEE members and leaders to develop standards for responsible design, as the Executive Director of IEEE Global Initiative for Ethics of Autonomous and Intelligent Systems. This leadership role is a testament to both IEEE’s recognition of the value of interdisciplinary leadership but also to the thoroughness and collaboration needed for future standards to hold the necessary influence and adherence to ethical expectations for responsibility.

Ethical design has become a priority in principled discourse pertaining to advancing autonomous and intelligent systems with work extending in a myriad of directions. One example is Dorian Peters, Karina Vold, Diana Robinson and Rafael A. Calvo’s “Responsible AI — Two Frameworks for Ethical Design Practice” (IEEE Transactions on Technology and Society, Vol. 1, No. 1, March 2020). In this recent publication, Peters et al., articulate the concerns of moving from the P7000 standards project principles to actual practice. Their work illustrates the concerns and challenges of such moves from principle to practice, as Havens expressed, but it is also emblematic of the value of the IEEE standards. Without this guidance, it is virtually impossible to move to collective responsible practices. A key finding in “Responsible AI — Two Frameworks for Ethical Design Practice,” as it recounts the practice of developing digital mental health technologies, hinges on the role of collaboration across disciplines to meaningfully achieve the scope of P7000. If the standard’s scope is “to establish a process model by which engineers and technologists can address ethical consideration throughout the various stages of system initiation, analysis and design” then the practice of such goals in specific device and tool development is crucial to communicate and illustrate in practice, not just in aspiration. In this dynamic publication the case study, as much as the practices leading up to the development of the case study, carry close to equal weight. It is an object lesson in moving from principle to practice, which delineates the steps articulated in the purpose of Standard P7000 as it: “provide(s) engineers and technologists with an implementable process aligning innovation management processes, IS system design approaches and software engineering methods to minimize ethical risk for their organizations, stakeholders and end users.”

Havens’ advocacy for bringing experts in various disciplines to the essential design to scale manufacturing or adoption of new devices and systems is embodied in this work. It serves as a useful model as we consider other cases like recent contact tracing applications in a pandemic, and the adoption or lack thereof of this tool, due to varying levels of trust and confidence.

1 For details on Standard P7000 see: [https://development.standards.ieee.org/myproject-web/public/view.html#pardetail/5799](https://development.standards.ieee.org/myproject-web/public/view.html#pardetail/5799) Synopsis in this context includes:

**The scope of proposed standard:** The standard establishes a process model by which engineers and technologists can address ethical consideration throughout the various stages of system initiation, analysis and design. Expected process requirements include management and engineering view of new IT product development, computer ethics and IT system design, value-sensitive design, and, stakeholder involvement in ethical IT system design.

**Purpose:** Engineers, technologists and other project stakeholders need a methodology for identifying, analyzing and reconciling ethical concerns of end users at the beginning of systems and software life cycles. The purpose of this standard is to enable the pragmatic application of this type of Value-Based System Design methodology which demonstrates that conceptual analysis of values and an extensive feasibility analysis can help to refine ethical system requirements in systems and software life cycles. This standard will provide engineers and technologists with an implementable process aligning innovation management processes, IS system design approaches and software engineering methods to minimize ethical risk for their organizations, stakeholders and end users.
distinct cultural and political contexts.

II A Case: Contact Tracing in the Time of Covid

By mid-March, 2020 the world was brought to a relative stand-still. Covid-19 had made its way through parts of China, Italy and Iran. It had landed in the United States, Japan, Germany, the United Kingdom, South Africa, Thailand, India and other parts of the world. What looked like a short-term epidemic that could be readily handled by developed governments and public health professionals, was quickly shaping into a pandemic. From March onward the World Health Organization, and its member states, were brought to their respective knees. Several months into the pandemic there are suggested ‘success’ states, nations whose governmental management of the pandemic rivals other states’ relative mismanagement of virus transmission and mitigation against its citizens’ death. Leading the world in infection rates and Covid-19 related deaths is the United States (as of December 2020). With over 299,000 deaths and more than 16,258,000 infected, the United States presently leads the world in fatalities and infections (Johns Hopkins Coronavirus Resource Center https://coronavirus.jhu.edu/). By comparison, an often-cited case for standards in virus transmission management, South Korea has logged 43,000 cases of infection and 587 deaths. While controversial in regard to governmental surveillance of citizens, compromised privacy and compounding prejudice and marginalization of already vulnerable populations, South Korea’s contact tracing efforts have yielded tremendous success. But what questions arise in regard to surveillance and compromise of privacy in the case of South Korea’s efforts to mitigate transmission of Covid-19? How do contact-tracing applications compound marginalization already faced by vulnerable populations? How might we learn from past lessons where temporary tools are introduced in the name of public health but continue in their use well-after the public health crisis into other areas of surveillance that can exacerbate power differentials between citizens and their government?

The Google and Apple recently launched contact tracing application serves as a useful object lesson in rapidly developed tools that can have unintended consequences if not carefully used, monitored and understood, within a specific time frame and context. The new applications, which can scale to all Google and Apple users with a simple “opt-in” selection, allows the tech giants to make a contribution to alleviating the implications of an ongoing pandemic by giving local, state or national governments a basic tool kit to build more specific applications for contact tracing in their local environment. According to Russell Brandom at The Verge,

The exposure notification system was initially designed to avoid excess data collection, but the introduction of out-of-the-box apps means slightly more data will be collected by Apple and Google. iOS will still collect general device analytics and crash information (if the users have opted in). The auto-generated Android app will collect de-identified system info including API error calls, but the team says there’s still no collection of data that could identify which specific users have been exposed. Google has also committed to publishing the source code of the auto-generated Android app to enable third-party audits (Brandom).

While these “out-of-the box apps” can prove a crucial contribution from the tech-sector to alleviate some of the crushing economic and social implications of rolling shutdowns and challenges in manual contact tracing in the Covid-19 pandemic, how are Google and Apple users to trust a system that has already fallen down on the “slightly more data to be collected” detail of the new app? Google and Apple claim that their system offers public health officials, governments and other entities, overrun in triage efforts in recent months, an opportunity to tailor a basic application system to meet the needs of their particular community to control outbreak and community transmission. While the “out-of-the box app” is perhaps a valuable contribution to public good, how can Apple and Google garner trust in a public that is already wary of their size, power and influence on individuals and nation-states? If governmental agencies and public health officials wish to garner trust, confidence and adherence to strict behavioral guidelines to prevent further transmission of Covid-19, how can they assure users that data
gathered will only be used for the emergency contact tracing needed presently? What emergency concessions are individuals willing to make and what assurances do they have that once the pandemic diminishes Google, Apple and governmental entities will not all use these same emergency applications for other more sinister but equally powerful agendas like political coercion, surveillance of population movement or relentless advertising? How can the current design features of the app be better explained to users before they ‘opt in,’ so that they can readily describe both the capabilities and limitations of these devices before deciding to use them?

Unfortunately, media coverage even in recent months already suggest reasons for concern. Following the recent roll out of the shell applications for Android and iOS, Forbes Magazine’s Zak Doffman reported on a Serge Vaudenay and Martin Vuagnoux’s video on Hackaday that “claims to show a flaw in the secure exposure tracing framework that allows users to be tracked. The POC targeted Switzerland’s SwissCovid app, but the researchers say it works on other apps leveraging Apple and Google’s exposure notification framework” (Doffman). As the prospect of user tracking negatively impacts the user take-up of the application, the tool is rendered close to useless. If a critical number of community members are reticent to opt-in to use the application, then its use-function in tracing contacts is rendered obsolete. Trust matters. And the prospect of individual and community trust is compromised when tools are designed without explicit considerations of user trust, amidst a myriad of other values, in ethical and responsible design.

Doffman states, “if not enough people download and adhere to the apps, then the system doesn’t work.” But should we be surprised that in Western countries there are significant examples of apprehension in signing up for this level of prospective tracking? How have Google and Apple garnered trust with prospective users to ensure that the contact tracing app will do only what it is supposed to do? I.e. Serve as a tool to control outbreak of disease amidst pandemic? What assurances are the public given in the tools’ design and the safeguards in its recommended uses by Apple, Google and the municipalities or governmental entities that use this application, to protect the data and civil rights of those who opt-in to use the tool only in the context of our current health crisis? Rather than offering a solution to a complex and runaway health crisis, the application’s roll out and description by its designers undermine user trust. As evidenced in Richard Bird’s op-ed in Forbes on September 10th, the contact tracing app appears to cause almost as much consternation and discourse on legislative regulation of big tech in regard to privacy concerns, as there is recommendation for its use in Covid-19 hotspots to curb transmission. He writes,

Google has addressed privacy concerns related to location tracking by announcing that with the release of Android 11, devices won’t need to have location settings on to use ENS. But that doesn’t solve all the issues these apps pose. While the technology may help slow the spread of coronavirus, it comes at a big social cost and poses what I see as the biggest ethics quandary in my 20 years in the infosec industry. These apps will force citizens to rely on big tech companies —whose business is enabled by monetizing data— to protect the privacy of their sensitive data. These apps play on humanity’s greatest fear: our mortality (Bird).

In the midst of pandemic, the existential threat of the contagion is real. Its effects are a poignant reminder of our individual and collective vulnerability as we witness record setting transmission rates and death rates in the United States. That said, the pandemic will eventually end. And what can individual citizens do to protect their data and privacy rights if the government and big tech have converged to track movement, buying patterns or any myriad of information based on a social contract undertaken in the context of our present emergency? What features of the design could have embedded these concerns in regard to wellbeing from the beginning, to garner the trust needed in societies where the population must opt-in, rather than abide by legislative mandate, to yield widespread use of these valuable public health tools?

---

2 For further detail on Serge Vaudenay’s and Martin Vuagnoux’s concerns in regard to SwissCovid see: https://lasec.epfl.ch/people/vaudenay/swisscovid.html
3 The primary focus of this discussion on wellbeing and the social contract of collective wellbeing, underscores the importance of
A counter example to the lack of uptake in regard to contact tracing apps in the United States is the national contact tracing app used in South Korea. Although a successful model in public health as the tool assists in expedient tracing of contacts associated with developing outbreaks, it has also raised concerns in regard to tracking locations of some of society’s marginalized or vulnerable populations. In May, an outbreak associated with gay clubs in the Itaewon neighborhood of Seoul went public and led to tracking down individuals who frequented the clubs. Although many filed false names on club registers and guest books for fear of being outed in a relatively conservative culture that upholds traditional expectations of gender roles and sexuality, South Korea’s public health laws allow for searches into other means of tracking individuals ranging from “credit card statements, security footage and smartphone data” (Yoon & Martin). The national laws, rather than individuals’ decisions to opt-in to contact tracing apps or other mechanisms to safeguard public health, align population behaviors with governmentally sanctioned regulations to curb transmission in the midst of pandemic. As the government synthesized data from club guest records with credit card statements, security footage and smartphone data, they could then publicly announce who they tracked as implicated in the localized outbreak, all under the premise of protecting public health. But how does this social contract bear out after the pandemic passes? What vestiges of blanketed surveillance in South Korea are likely to remain outside the purview of public health legislation when the pandemic ends? And what recourse do individual citizens have to protest such translations of an application’s use after the crisis has passed?

III Principles & Practice

In their discussion of “Responsible Design Process” in “Responsible AI — Two Frames for Ethical Design Practice,” Peters, Vold et al. lay out a dynamic interrogation of well-being and its role in responsible design. They write:

An important aspect of responsible innovation is the concept of human wellbeing, which is also at the center of many current ethical frameworks. For example, the IEEE centers its ethics specification on human wellbeing. So too do several government frameworks [4], [5].

As such, we argue that a responsible technology development process will need to incorporate evidence-based methods for evaluating the impact on, and designing for, human wellbeing by drawing on psychology (see [32], [33]).

However, the promotion of human wellbeing is not a complete solution. After all, decisions must be made as to whose wellbeing is being considered. When technology makers are forced to make tradeoffs that increase the wellbeing of some but at the expense of others, at the cost of long-term ecological impacts, or in spite of other negative side effects, then issues to do with justice, equality and other values arise. This is where ethical analysis, drawing on philosophy and other disciplines, must come in.

The concept of wellbeing is situated within a complex context when considering responsible and ethical design of tools that will have scaled use. “When technology makers are forced to make tradeoffs that increase the wellbeing of some but at the expense of others . . . then issues to do with justice, equality and other values arise.” Peters, Vold et al, go on to claim that “drawing on philosophy and other disciplines, must come in.” As practitioners adhering to the goal of translating Standard P7000 principles into practice, technologists have identified colleagues in philosophy, psychology and design as reliable collaborators who can inform and influence their work. Such collaborations open up the opportunity for technologists and designers to meaningfully integrate social concerns

broader discourse on AI and trust. For extended discussion on trust and developing technology pertaining to the existential threats of surveillance, weaponry and military use of AI in consequential decision making, see AI & Humanity by Illah Nourbakhsh and Jennifer Keating, MIT Press 2020.
from device inception through manufacturing or scaled uptake of applications into their work. But what gains might be made if the scope of collaborators were widened further? What can humanists bring to the process, as exemplified by John Havens’ work, with lines of inquiry that are endemic to methods and practices in regard to communication, veracity of language and cultural theory in the humanities? How can humanists guide engineers and computer scientists to layer expertise in social and political context into their device development to ensure greater care and strong intuitions to safeguard against unintended consequences that force “tradeoffs that increase the wellbeing of some but at the expense of others?”

The unintended social and cultural implications of contact tracing applications in South Korea, in tandem with the legislative purview of public health legislation, open the likelihood that location tracking can “out” the private sexual lives of South Korean citizens in the name of urgent public health concerns articulated as localized outbreak. In the context of the United States, citizen distrust seems to proliferate in their relationships with Apple, Google, state and federal governments. There is concern that sensitive data, ranging from location tracing to other features of habit like consumer practices and community connections, can be gathered through emergency contact tracing applications, stored, and then used for more sinister purposes when the health emergency has ended. These are the concerns in the American public that can compromise the prospect of an application’s use. They are also the concerns that South Korean citizens might share but are explicitly undermined due to legislative mandates that ensure citizens and foreign visitors use the contact tracing applications (Shin). While a myriad of rationales in the present moment indicate these tensions and reticence to adopt the contact tracing apps in the U.S. or in South Korea, there are also historic precedents that influence citizens’ reluctance to forego privacy in the name of public good. Emergency tools like the passport at the turn of the twentieth century indicate the manner in which a temporary solution to a short-term political and public health crisis (in the context of World War I and the Spanish Flu Pandemic) can be co-opted into mass adoption and remain as an institutional feature in a society. By learning more about social and cultural influence in the present and the past, technologists might better prepare future emergency tools that are needed for rapid design and implementation. In reaching out to a wider variety of practitioners across the disciplines, to identify collaborators who can assist with laying out predictable distrust or concern with a prospective tool, technologists can more successfully integrate deeper cultural concerns into any form of responsible design for tools with widespread use.

In “Immunity Passports: A “New” Old Idea with Baggage,” Emilian Kavalski and Nicholas Ross Smith offer insight on the movement for specific tools from an emergency context in the name of “wellbeing,” to permanent fixtures in a society. In the example of the passport, now ubiquitous for confirmation of membership in virtually any nation state, and needed to move across any border, they remind us that these tools were once temporary. At the outbreak of World War I, the passport was a novel, temporary tool to regulate movement across borders that were in flux and contention, in that period’s rise of nationalism. Their utility shifted again in the context of pandemic. Kavalski and Smith write:

The idea of immunity passports is not a new concept, however. Before the First World War, essentially one did not need a passport to travel. If a person had the means to pay for their fare and the ability to procure work and accommodation, they could travel (largely) unhindered across national borders.

It was only the start of the war that led European countries to begin closely monitoring their borders for security reasons. At the end of the war, the intention of the signatories of the 1919 Treaty of Versailles, however, was a return to the pre-war “freedom of communications and of transit.” The preamble to the resolution adopted at the 1920 Paris Conference on Passports and Customs Formalities and Through Tickets suggested that passports were only a temporary measure until “the pre-war conditions [are] gradually re-established.”

But, the onset of the Spanish Flu pandemic put a spanner in the works. The death toll, which surpassed that of the war itself, revealed the vulnerability of modern states linked by globalization to pandemics. Thus, in the wake of the Paris Conference, the concept of passports mutated to also regulate the movement of people owing to “considerations of health or national security.”
Furthermore, the demands of post-war reconstruction and recovery put a premium on healthy populations. It was decided that one of the best ways to ensure the wellbeing of the citizenry was through regulating who could enter the territory of the state and who could not.

The implications for the necessity of passports was exacerbated in the context of World War II, as European refugees sought safe harbor in their flight from German National Socialists’ rapid expansion throughout the region. In the present moment, however, contact tracing applications, immunity passports and other modes to confirm health status speak to governmental “considerations of health,” primarily. But in the political context of social unrest in the United States, and in various locations throughout the world presently, what prevents this health measure’s translation into a tool to ensure “national security” instead? Just like the passport and its history? Could a latent familiarity with such social and political slippage inherently influence citizens’ mistrust of these applications if the location tracking elements used in contract tracing applications were re-tooled to track locations of known protestors in Portland, Oregon, Washington, D.C. or Atlanta, Georgia? And how might the design, undertaken by technologists at Google and Apple, have instilled better trust of these systems had such considerations been integrated into the earliest iterations of their development?

IV Engaging Principles & Practice

In the opening of the third chapter of Discipline and Punish, Michel Foucault considers pandemic in the context of the plague. He describes the societal implication of rudimentary surveillance in the name of contact tracing as he writes:

This enclosed, segmented space, observed at every point, in which the individuals are inserted in a fixed place, in which the slightest movements are supervised, in which all events are recorded, in which an uninterrupted work of writing links the center and periphery, in which power is exercised without division, according to a continuous hierarchical figure, in which each individual is constantly located, examined, and distributed among the living beings, the sick, and the dead — all this constitutes a compact model of the disciplinary mechanism. The plague is met by order, its function is to sort out every possible confusion: that of the disease, which is transmitted when bodies are mixed together; that of the evil, which is increased when fear and death overcome prohibitions. It lays down for each individual his place, his body, his disease and his death, his well-being, by means of an omnipresent and omniscient power that subdivides itself in a regular, uninterrupted way even to the ultimate determination of the individual, of what characterizes him, of what belongs to him, or what happens to him. Against the plague, which is a mixture, discipline brings into play its power, which is one of analysis. A whole literary fiction of the festival grew up around the plague: suspended laws, lifted prohibitions, the frenzy of passing time, bodies mingling together without respect, individuals unmasked, abandoning their statutory identity and the figure under which they had been recognized, allowing a quite different truth to appear. But there was also a political dream of the plague, which was exactly its reverse: not the collective festival, but strict divisions; not laws transgressed, but the penetration of regulation into even the smallest details of everyday life through the mediation of the complete hierarchy that assured the capillary functioning of power; not masks that were put on and taken off, but the assignment to each individual of his “true” name, his “true” place, his “true” body, his “true” disease. The plague as a form, at once real and imaginary, of disorder had as its medical and political correlative discipline. Behind the disciplinary mechanisms can be read the haunting memory of “contagion,” of the plague, of rebellions, crimes, vagabondage, desertions, people who appear and disappear, live and die in disorder. (Foucault 197–198).

The human will to execute power over existential threats like disease, to bring order to the chaotic, is imbued in our contemporary tools as well. Foucault cites the response to plague as “medical and political correlative discipline.”
We can see features of these reactions in the context of contract tracing applications in our current pandemic. But as individuals and groups square up to the discipline needed to control the chaos of a viral threat, we also witness the range of reactions and their effects. In South Korea, governmental strides to preserve individual and collective “wellbeing” is achieved through legislative reach that ensure governmental “omnipresent and omniscient power that subdivides itself in a regular, uninterrupted way even to the ultimate determination of the individual, of what characterizes him, of what belongs to him, or what happens to him.” Relinquishment of such individual privacy and agency preserves the lives of the collective, to the tune of 587 deaths to Covid-19 in South Korea. By comparison, without such centralized power wielded by a federal government perhaps there were periods of festival in the midst of the pandemic in the United States? Perhaps there were moments of “suspended laws, lifted prohibitions, the frenzy of passing time, bodies mingling together without respect, individuals unmasked” in the name of independence and freedom? And perhaps these betrayed a deep and poignant resistance to even a modicum of “the penetration of regulation into even the smallest details of everyday life through the mediation of the complete hierarchy that assured the capillary functioning of power; not masks that were put on and taken off, but the assignment of each individual of his ‘true’ name, his ‘true’ place his ‘true’ body, his ‘true’ disease.” The prioritization of such independence, such resistance to a carefully orchestrated hierarchy of discipline and power held by a local municipality, a state or the federal government in the United States has at least inadvertently led to the deaths of over 299,000 due to Covid-19. But it also indicates the political, social and cultural influences that undermine and co-opt even the best-intentioned public health outreach efforts in the name of “well-being.” In the current circumstances we witness how contact tracing applications in varied political and social contexts can only go so far in their efficacy without responsible design paired with either deep trust on its limited use in the current public emergency to encourage users to opt-in or legislative mandate for its use.

As Peters, Vold, et al. suggest, “the promotion of human wellbeing is not a complete solution . . . When technology makers are forced to make tradeoffs that increase the wellbeing of some but at the expense of others, at the cost of long-term ecological impacts, or in spite of other negative side effects, then issues to do with justice, equality and other values arise. This is where ethical analysis, drawing on philosophy and other disciplines, must come in.” What gains might have been made in adoption of the Apple and Google development of a contact tracing application had they truly consulted with practitioners outside of their organizations in meaningful ways not only in their tool’s design but also in careful communication about the applications’ capabilities, its limitations or perhaps the narrow window of time and circumstance in which they would allow its use? As he extends an exploration of a “whole literary fiction of the festival [that] grew up around the plague,” Foucault argues that the surveillance state formulated to safeguard against the existential threat of plague was momentarily conceded or tolerated in the name of well-being or survival. It survived in many manifestations in the name of containing political contagions to safeguard against rebellion, resistance and revolution. Its vestiges extend, he argues, into the ordering of academic disciplines as well.

In a deep and detailed argument that traces the surveillance state erected to mitigate effects of pandemic to an analysis of Bentham’s panopticon to its literal and figurative features in contemporary juridical and political power, Foucault extends the discussion to academic disciplines. He writes,

The minute disciplines, the panopticism of every day may well be below the level of emergence of the great apparatuses and the great political struggles. But, in the genealogy of modern society, they have been, with the class domination that traverses it, the political counterpart of the juridical norms according to which powered was redistributed. Hence, no doubt, the importance that has been given for so long to the small techniques of discipline, to those apparently insignificant tricks that it has invented, and even to those “sciences” that give it a respectable face; hence the fear of abandoning them if one cannot find any substitute; hence the affirmation that they are at the very foundation of society, and an element in its equilibrium, whereas they are a series of mechanisms for unbalancing power relations definitively and everywhere; hence the persistence in regarding them as the humble, but the concrete form of every morality, whereas they are a set of physio-political
techniques (Foucault 223).

As we consider these disciplines in relation to ethical standards, cross-disciplinary collaborations and the need to consider how seemingly inert tools are woven deeply into the fabric of society, perhaps Peters, Vold et al. indicate just how important cross-disciplinary work will be to reinscribing the deeply rooted power systems that Foucault also explores. There are certainly the practicalities of cross-disciplinary practices that can uphold or translate principles into practice as technologists strive to find meaningful device design and development that can indeed privilege wellbeing for all parties and not just for some. And as it becomes clear that prioritization of wellbeing for some will be at the cost of others, then perhaps a deep and meaningful interrogation of how the “small techniques” of a discipline, which are perhaps at the “very foundation of society,” can also serve as the techniques and practices that can be reshuffled to inform alterations and potential improvements to particular features of society through interdisciplinary collaboration in various sectors of society? Perhaps if we can attune engineers and technologists to the very issues and concerns in society that indicate the need for particular tools, these tools can be developed and designed to more carefully meet these needs? Perhaps deep and meaningful engagement with experts in domains like rhetoric, composition, literature and cultural studies, history and political science, can enable technologists to better parse the needs and concerns in society that lead to requests or indeed, demands, for particular tools to attend to emergent needs and wants?

Narrative, a mode of making and an object of study in my own discipline, is a useful conveyance of information, messaging and testimonies that express the messiness of human experience. It is a sequencing of events, a relationship to temporality and a conveyance of information that other humans often respond to with emotion, empathy or solidarity as they fall into the experience of hearing a story. As Havens recounts, science fiction novels like “Asimov’s Three Laws of Robotics” can even be used “as our kind of code to ask questions” in a discipline that slowly finds their devices increasingly circulating in the wilds of humanity. But what if IEEE standard developers and practitioners in industry and the academy alike, deeply engaged with the possibility of meaningful and layered interaction and collaboration with humanists? What if exploration and examination of narratives, in addition to ethics and design, were integrated into responsible design practices and early educational practices and curricular designs?

Uneven success of devices and applications like the Google and Apple contact tracing application could have been avoided for a myriad of reasons: cultural, political, social and otherwise. But what if the designers had to read a novel like Ann Burns’ 2018 novel Milkman before they set about designing the application or decided on language for rolling out the device in summer 2020? What if they were attuned to the turmoil, reticence and deeply-held fear of surveillance that is both explicitly expressed or implicitly manifested in what has led to limited opting-in in the tool’s use throughout the United States because they were sensitized to such concerns through the distance afforded through reading and examining fictional narrative? Milkman, which was awarded the Booker Prize, is described by the Chair of Judges, Kwame Anthony Appiah, as a novel that

\[\ldots\text{delineates brilliantly the power of gossip and societal pressure in a tight-knit community, and shows how both rumour and political loyalties can be put in the service of a relentless campaign of individual sexual harassment. Burns draws on the experience of Northern Ireland during the Troubles to portray a world that allows individuals to abuse the power granted by a community to those who resist the state on their behalf (Appiah).}\]

In this clever novel, Burns presents the short-term and long-term effects of the surveillance state on each of the characters, which is readily captured in playful banter identifiable to its location in Northern Ireland. In a relatively early passage, Burns embodies the blanket of surveillance and its figurative soaking qualities on all those who inhabit such a state through dialogue between Middle Sister and Brother-in-Law, as Middle Sister laments:

\[4\text{For further discussion on such collaboration, see }\text{AI & Humanity by Jennifer Keating and Illah Nourbakhsh, MIT Press 2020.}\]
...I decided to forgive brother-in-law for his out-of-character criticism, which was what I did, then a tree by the top reservoir took a picture of us as we ran by. This hidden camera clicked, just one click, a state-forces click, in the similar way to how that bush, positioned along this same reservoir, had done a week earlier. O dear, I thought. I hadn’t considered that. What I meant was I hadn’t considered that the state would now associate anyone I was associating with also with the milkman as they were associating me now with the milkman. Already within a week of that first click, I’d been clicked again four times. Once had been in town, once when walking into town, then twice coming out of town. I’d been photographed from a car, from a seemingly disused building, also from other bits of greenery; perhaps too, there’s been other clicks I hadn’t picked up on at the time. Each occasion when I did hear them, the camera would snap as I passed and so, yes, it seemed I’d fallen into some grid, maybe the central grid, as part of the disease, the rebel-infection. And now, others in my company, such as poor, innocent brother-in-law, were to be implicated also as associates of an associate. Brother-in-law, however, just as had the milkman, completely ignored the click. ‘Why are you ignoring that click?’ I asked. ‘I always ignore the clicks,’ he said. ‘What do you expect me to do? Get outraged? Write letters? Keep a diary? Put in a complaint? Get one of my personal secretaries to contact the United Nations Amnesty International Ombudsman Human Rights peaceful demonstration people? Tell me, sister, who do I contact and what do I say, and while you’re about it, what are you going to do about the click yourself?’ Well, I was going to have amnesia of course. In fact, here I was, already having it. ‘I don’t know what you mean,’ I said. ‘I’ve forgotten it,’ his forthrightness having sent me immediately into jamais vu (Burns 66).

While a playful yet serious account of varied responses to the surveillance state, we see in this short excerpt the small and large implications of prolonged exposure to devices that track location and collate information or even offer the semblance of such collation on individuals and their psyche. In Middle Sister’s “jamais vu” or Brother-In-Law’s decision to ignore the ‘click,’ both characters offer a myriad of responses that must be decided upon each time they are rendered conscious of tracking. Whether it is once a day, once a run or once a week, each character illustrates the individual and collective effect of constant watch in a surveillance state. What if engineers and technologists could be reminded of such comic and tragic reactions to tracking? What if serious conversation could be undertaken with the safe veil of distance afforded through examination of fictional narrative?

As John Havens discussed the significance of IEEE standards in our interview back in 2018, neither of us could have imagined the world we would inhabit in fall 2020. But the concerns associated with responsible design and the power of IEEE standards are more crucial now than ever. As we consider fairness, susceptibility to bias and the challenges that technologists are asked to attend to through device design and application creation, possibilities abound for meaningful solutions as well as misses. From IEEE standards, to translation of such standard principles to practice to curricular design at universities that train the next generation of engineers and computer scientists, we each have our role to play in this work. The next step in responsible design might be a deeper engagement with next iterations of meaningful cross-disciplinary collaboration.
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Abstract

Our field is engaging more and more in the development of algorithms, models, and technologies to better understand human demographics, opinions, and behaviors. These data range from product and movie reviews to opinions about issues of the day. While we have begun to grapple with some ethical issues associated with using these data, we may still be ignoring, or at least underestimating, the ethical complexities related to the computational tasks we work on, the data we use, and the technologies we create. This paper focuses on the challenges associated with using social media data and the ethical considerations these challenges create. We frame the ethical dilemmas within the context of data privacy and algorithmic bias (fairness) and show how and when different ethical concerns arise. A recurrent theme throughout is the lack of transparency. Therefore, we conclude by suggesting a need exists to consider transparency throughout the software development lifecycle and develop mechanisms that incorporate ideas related to transparency as part of the foundation of human-computer systems. By cataloging these complexities and their ethical considerations, we hope that our field pauses and thinks through these issues as we continue to build algorithms and tools for social media.

1 Introduction

As a society, we generate massive amounts of data about different aspects of our lives. We share our opinions on movies and products, our beliefs about religion and politics, and our day to day actions and movement patterns with tens of apps and online platforms. At the same time, the cost of large-scale computing infrastructures continue to decrease, allowing for corporations and researchers to build sophisticated algorithms that model human behavior and opinion at scale. Much research has emerged about how companies and researchers are using these data without regard for ethical norms or traditional research integrity standards [25, 52, 40]. A 2020 movie, the Social Dilemma, details how algorithms are being used to manipulate users and change their behavior, even in cases where the change may not be healthy [35]. Together, these different avenues remind us how users who share data online are being exploited.

As computer scientists, we are trained to collect whatever data are available to develop database systems or data mining, machine learning, and natural language processing (NLP) algorithms. Because our focus is the development of novel algorithms and innovative technologies as opposed to behavioral or social research, we are not taught to view data as human data. In contrast, protection of human subjects is the cornerstone of social science and medical/public health research. Toward that end, many social scientists use survey instruments to
measure different constructs of interest. These surveys require that participants consent, and participants know exactly how the data from the study will be used, stored, and for how long. With social media data, companies and researchers can access data without the traditional human subject safeguards in place. Unfortunately, because computer scientists are broadening their research objectives and delving into creating algorithms and tools to model and learn human behavior [25, 57], we can no longer ignore our connection to human data or the impact our creations have on society. As the era of machine-driven intelligence begins, ethical considerations must become front and center for computer scientists using social and behavioral data, and be part of the foundation of data-centered computer science.

To help reach this goal, this paper takes a look at ethical challenges associated with using social media data. There are many reasons to focus on social media data. First, these data are much more readily accessible to companies and researchers than many other forms of data. Second, norms on different platforms lend themselves to different ethical concerns that need to be explored [59]. Finally, the potential for harm to individuals (or society more broadly) is enormous, ranging from misrepresentation of attitudes and opinions to loss of reputation, and even discrimination and manipulation [29, 50, 23, 28].

A number of ethical frameworks have been developed, including bioethics [55, 51], computer ethics [8], and big data ethics [32, 26]. In this paper, we begin by using this literature to define a set of relevant ethical principles. We then consider them in the context of data privacy and algorithmic bias, focusing our discussion on those that are most relevant to social media. The crux of this paper identifies complexities associated with using social media data, describes the complexities, provides context for these challenges on some well known social media platforms, and then maps the ethical considerations to these social media complexities in the context of data privacy (Section 4) and algorithmic bias (fairness) (Section 5). As part of our discussion, we show how these challenges manifest themselves across six popular platforms: Facebook, Instagram, Snapchat, Tiktok, Twitter, and LinkedIn. Our hope is that, as a field, we move away from ignoring the ethical realities of the data we use. Data privacy and algorithmic bias connect to some of the ethical principles we define, but not all of them, particularly with regards to transparency. Therefore, considering a new area of research focused on transparent computing (Section 6), in which principles of informing users about decisions throughout the computational lifecycle is a central design consideration, would help further embed ethical principles within computer science. This idea goes beyond transparency of model to transparency of the human-computer system.

2 Ethical principals relevant to social media

Building of the previous literature [59, 49, 39, 54, 16], Figure 1 identifies a basic set of ethical principles associated with moral responsibility. Non-maleficence is the responsibility to refrain from causing harm. This principle is especially relevant in cases where the use of data might negatively affect children or participants with mental health issues. Beneficence directs researchers to offer kindness or other benefits to participants, wherever appropriate and possible. In rare cases, for example, a researcher might come across social media posts that indicate a participant is in need of immediate intervention. Together, beneficence and non-malefeasance concern the positive and negative impacts on the participants of the study. Maximizing social benefit concerns the broader, societal impacts of the study, including whether the research adds value or improves society or research understanding. While computer science research has added value and improved society in many ways, societal benefit is not emphasized as a foundational tenet of computer science research. Respect for autonomy requires that researchers allow potential participants to choose their own actions, including whether to participate in the study and what data (if any) to share. Researchers should explain the details of the study to participants and, as a general rule, refrain from any sort of manipulative practices that would covertly undercut the decision-making faculties of the participant. Justice focuses on ensuring that the study does not discriminate against subpopulations or increase inequities, and that subpopulations are not at risk of being excluded from possible benefits. Justice also includes clear justification of the value of the research and transparency of the research protocol. Finally, proportionality
Figure 1: Ethical Principles Applicable to Social Media Setting

focuses on ensuring that better ways do not exist for conducting the study that may be less invasive or more equitable. While many other ethical principles exist, these ones are particularly important in the context of social media data.

Researchers in computer science already make choices in the ordinary course of their studies that draw upon these ethical principles. Non-maleficence, beneficence, and justice are core principles used to define measures of fairness in machine learning and algorithmic bias. Respect for autonomy and proportionality are foundational concepts within data privacy. Connecting to society and maximizing social good have become themes within subareas of computer science, e.g. data science for social good and AI for social good. As we continue to understand computer science research within the context of different ethical complexities, we must consider harm caused by both processes and entities creating and using developed technologies. Processes include the use of algorithms and models that are biased, lack transparency, or reduce privacy. Measuring algorithmic bias and data exposure are two ways to understand the harm caused by processes. Entities include companies (data collectors), researchers and others (data utilizers) who make decisions that can cause harm to individuals (data generators) or reduce societal benefit. Understanding the role that different entities play in decision making can help researchers better understand their ethical responsibilities when using these types of data.

3 Challenges and Foundations

Social media challenges are generated by design decisions of each platform, by the types of data users share publicly and privately, and/or the different way researchers and other external groups use the data. Figure 2 identifies some of these challenges and places them in the context of data privacy and algorithmic bias. In Sections 4 and 5, we will go through these challenges in more detail.

To start the formalization around some of the concepts we will use, we propose the following mathematical framing of the social media challenges and ethical principles. We will use a security threat model perspective, where an attack occurs when ethical considerations are ignored. Let \( S = \{s_1, s_2, \ldots, s_k\} \) be social media sites (platforms). For each social media site, \( s_i \in S \), let \( I_i = \{G_i, B_i\} \), where \( G_i = G_{i}^p \cup G_{i}^h \) is the set of attributes provided by the user and those attributes can be public \( G_{i}^p \) or hidden \( G_{i}^h \) and \( B_i \) is the set of attributes auto-generated by \( s_i \). Examples of attributes in \( G_i \) are the user’s name and date of birth, while examples of auto-generated attributes in \( B_i \) include the number of friends/followers. Let \( \overline{I}_i = \{\overline{G}_i, \overline{B}_i\} \) be the attributes shared by the platforms other than \( s_i \), i.e., \( S - \{s_i\} \).

We define the set of users as \( \mathcal{U} = \{u_1, u_2, \ldots, u_n\} \), and define \( c(u_j) \) to be a user class or group that \( u_j \) belongs to based on his/her sensitive attributes. User \( u_j \) must provide some information when registering on
platform $s_i$. The information includes both required and optional fields in $G_i$. We denote the user’s information as $G_{i,j}$, and by definition it corresponds to some or all of the attributes captured by platform $G_i$.

Social media platforms can use user information to predict values about users. Let $f_i : G_i \cup \tilde{G}_i \rightarrow L_i$ be a function or model built by social media site $s_i$ which uses information provided by the user $G_{i,j}$ on $s_i$ and other user information shared by other sites $\tilde{G}_i$ to make inferences. $L_i$ represents attributes learned or inferred by different entities, including social media site $s_i$, and $L_{i,j}$ are the attributes values inferred for user $u_j$.

Fundamentally, our security goals are to maintain user privacy, ensure fairness towards individual users $u_j \in U$ or group of users determined by $c(\cdot)$ (nondiscriminatory behavior), and help users make informed decisions (through transparency). These goals can be mapped to the ethical principles we want to adhere to that were presented in the previous section. There are multiple adversaries in this framing, including social media platforms and other companies $S$, researchers $R$, and other platform users $U - \{u_j\}$. Let $A$ be the set of all adversaries, $A = S \cup R \cup \{U - \{u_j\}\}$. At a basic level, an adversarial attack occurs when any entity $a \in A$ uses information in $I_i$ or $\tilde{I}_i$ or $L_i$ to violate one or more of our ethical principles, $E$. We use the term violate to mean that the ethical consideration is being ignored and/or the expectations of users, in general, are not being met – a ‘line’ is being crossed. Let $g : I_i \cup \tilde{I}_i \cup L_i \rightarrow E$ be a function that $a_j$ uses to build a model violating ethical principles in $E$.

4 Data Privacy

Data privacy research focuses on measuring and reducing the amount of sensitive information that is disclosed. Within the context of social media data, particular attention needs to be paid to disclosure during data collection and data processing. One goal of data privacy research is to develop models and tools that allow users control over their data (and who can access them) and protect each user’s privacy preferences and personally identifiable information. Data privacy is a challenging task and it has an even more complicated framing when examined on social media. For example, social media users freely share large amounts of data that may leak unintended information. Spontaneous posts and reactions could give insight into sensitive information. Social media companies collect thousands of data points about users, including their photos, their friends, their likes, their activity on the platform, pages they visit, online purchases, contacts list, and even their location. According to a recent study, advertisers can profile someone with 95% accuracy using the information from just eight or nine of their friends’ social media accounts.

Challenges with regards to social media and data privacy arise because users share large amount of information

---

1 This could be modeled as an allowable budget for each ethical consideration.
and they have little control over how it is used. This leads to concerns around respect for autonomy, justice, proportionality, and maximizing societal benefit.

### 4.1 Ability to Control Account Setting

From an ethical perspective, users should have control of the information they choose to share with the public and with the social media platform. So when an account is set up on a platform, the default setting should always be private ($G_i^p = \emptyset$ and $G_i^h = G_i^h$), allowing users to make parts of their account public if they choose. They should also not be required to share sensitive information with the platform in order to set up an account. Unfortunately, to promote public discussion and increase community, the default approach for most social media platforms is to set up user accounts as publicly accessible by anyone using the platform, and ask for some sensitive pieces of information during registration. For our example companies, five of the platforms set up public user accounts by default (Snapchat is the one exception). From previous research, we know that part of the reason for this default public setting is that people are not overly concerned with privacy [30, 42]. Even though concern has risen in recent years [36, 46], most users do not change their privacy settings to be more private, bringing rise to the “privacy paradox” [24, 3]. These privacy settings define which features belong to $G_i^p$ and which to $G_i^h$, and how successful attacks conducted by adversaries in $A$ can be.

Given that five of these six platforms are public by default, we begin by trying to understand how publicly visible user generated data are, what types of information are visible, and whether or not users can make all the publicly visible information private. Table 1 summarizes the ability of users to control their privacy settings. We organize the table by the subgroup that generates the data fields and the typical functionality on platforms. Users share their data, e.g. account information. Other users ($U - \{u_i\}$) on the platform can share information about a user $u_i$, e.g. tagging a photo. The last subgroup is about auto-generated fields and platform functionality that expose users information. The table shows that platforms give users control over the data they provide and what other users can do with respect to their data. This is important progress for our industry and likely a result of recent legislation in Europe. However, some platforms fail to let users make data that are generated by the platform private (Twitter, Tiktok, LinkedIn, and Instagram). For example, Twitter users cannot hide their number of followers on their profile page, and LinkedIn users cannot hide their number of connections. Platforms sometimes also require users to use functionality that makes use of their shared data. As an example, Instagram does not allow users to turn off personalized ads.

In this context, the two fundamental data privacy concerns are that accounts are public by default ($G_i \neq G_i^h$), and not all data fields can be hidden ($G_i^p \neq \emptyset$). Also, sites are unclear about their default settings or how to change them (lack of transparency). One problem that arises specifically for researchers and other data utilizers is that some of the data are private, and using the private data for research without user consent can be violate the principles of respect for data ownership and maintenance of privacy. Together, the ethical dilemmas arising

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Data Generators</th>
<th>Data Fields</th>
<th>Facebook</th>
<th>Instagram</th>
<th>Snapchat</th>
<th>Tiktok</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
<th>LinkedIn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Individual users</td>
<td>Profile/account information</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Posts/story</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Other users</td>
<td>Tag/mention user</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Contact user / send comment</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform</td>
<td>Personalized ads</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Auto-generated fields</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>N/A</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✗</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>External partner data sharing</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✗</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>User search</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2: Autogenerated fields $\mathcal{B}_i$ for six popular social media platforms

(a) Common across platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Facebook</th>
<th>Instagram</th>
<th>Snapchat</th>
<th>Tiktok</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
<th>LinkedIn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Number of friends/followers</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Friend list</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of followings</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of followings</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>List of followers</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Number of posts</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Recommended articles/news</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Online events for you</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job recommendations</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Joined on</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
<td>✔️</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Unique per platform

Facebook
- List of events attended
- List of reviews
- List of groups
- Online events for you

Snapchat
- Zodiac sign

Twitter
- Signup location

Tiktok
- Number of likes

LinkedIn
- Number of profile views
- Profiles people also viewed

from this social media challenge are justice, respect for autonomy, and proportionality. Justice because it is likely that there are subgroups who are structurally speaking more likely not to understand the privacy settings, the defaults, etc., and are therefore, more vulnerable to the manipulation that can occur when the default settings offer no privacy. Autonomy is not respected because the default lack of privacy means more data about the users are available to manipulate them through targeted advertisements (commercial, political, or otherwise) [50]. Finally, issues of proportionality arise because companies are not being transparent about the default settings or how to change them, leading to more invasive usage of human data and less equitable treatment.

4.2 The Availability of Large Amounts of Personal Data

Users make decisions about the data they want to share or not share. Figure 3 shows the basic information users need to share to open an account on our example platforms as of November 2020. All the platforms require an email or phone number to register. We see that the number of required fields ranges from three (Twitter) to six (LinkedIn). Five of the six platforms require birthdate (LinkedIn is the one exception), a piece of sensitive information. These required fields along with user activity/post data become the basis for auto-generated fields that lead to 1000s if not 100,000s of new data points for companies.

Information sharing may also vary across different platforms. Table 3 shows the optional fields associated with each platform, both the common ones and the more unique ones that align with the purpose of the platform. The one with the highest potential for leakage is LinkedIn since its optional fields capture detailed resume information. Therefore, even though users may feel like they are hidden in a crowd on a single platform, some of this more detailed information makes them more unique if publicly shared.

Privacy settings only limit what other platform users can see and sometimes, what advertisers can use. The data are still visible to the company and others the company chooses to share the data with. Users in $\mathcal{U}$ have no
control over how the company chooses to use these data. For example, even if a user chooses not to share his/her birthdate publicly, the social media platform $s_i \in \mathcal{S}$ can use this information for targeted advertising or to help infer other information of the user such as music interests or political affiliation using $f_i$. Users may be unaware of the types of information being generated and tagged by the platform (see Table 2). A 2018 Pew survey showed that 74% of Facebook users said they did not know that Facebook maintained a list of their traits and interests for targeted advertising and 51% of users said they were not comfortable that Facebook maintained this list [19]. If users are uncomfortable with companies having this additional information, it is incumbent on researchers to build in mechanisms to conduct research with more transparency than companies.

Given this situation, ethical concerns related to availability of data center around respect for autonomy. These data are shared without user knowledge, new data are generated without user knowledge, and users do not have the ability to remove data or change some of the generated information. Together these lead to a lack of privacy, transparency, and autonomy. While full control over user information may be a pipe dream without legislation to enforce it, more control and more transparency can be more foundational within computer science research involving social media users. In fact, as researchers, we can build technologies that use different forms of nudging [53] to encourage users to share less and protect their personal data. Similar to the previous section, the platforms having such detailed user data that some users are unaware of suggests that justice may also be an ethical consideration since these data can be used to manipulate users and some subpopulations may share data at higher rates than others.

### 4.3 Cross platform linkage

Different social media platforms attract users for different purposes, including information seeking/sharing and social connection maintenance. It has become increasingly popular for users to have accounts (also called user identities) on multiple social networks [43]. Information shared on different sites can be linked or connected to create *web footprints* of users that expose more information about them. Figure 3 shows a diagram highlighting the common required fields shared by the different platforms. We see that five of the fields are common across two or more platforms. Table 3(a) show the optional fields that users may choose to share. Five of the nine optional fields are common across three or more of the six platforms we studied. By combining user data $\tilde{X}_{i,j}$ from across different sites in $\mathcal{S} - \{s_i\}$ for user $u_j$, features in $\mathcal{G}_i^h$ may be accurately approximated by $\mathcal{L}_i$, even though that information is missing from $\mathcal{G}_{i,j}$, the information provided by $u_j$ on platform $s_i$. Singh and colleagues show the ease with which this type of cross platform linkage attack can be conducted [45].
Table 3: Optional fields for six popular social media platforms

(a) Common across platforms

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Field</th>
<th>Facebook</th>
<th>Instagram</th>
<th>Snapchat</th>
<th>Tiktok</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
<th>LinkedIn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Current city</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>School information</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Profile picture</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cover photo</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Workplace</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Gender</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Bio</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Interested topic</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Website</td>
<td>✓</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

(b) Unique per platform

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Facebook</th>
<th>Snapchat</th>
<th>LinkedIn</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Hometown</td>
<td>Bitmoji (personalized emoji)</td>
<td>Licenses &amp; certifications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Relationship status</td>
<td></td>
<td>Looking for a job</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Family members</td>
<td>Profile video</td>
<td>Honors &amp; awards</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Volunteering</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Test scores</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Publications</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Languages</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Tiktok</td>
<td></td>
<td>Skills</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Patents</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Industry</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>Projects</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Further, when social media data from $s_i \in S$ are merged across platforms, it can lead to inferring features using $f_i$ that are not shared publicly in $I_{ip}$. These additional features may be ones that the user $u_i \in U$ does not want a researcher or external entity to have. This is a privacy concern if consent is not obtained and/or the benefit of determining the value does not outweigh the harm. Also, privacy issues exist because different demographic subpopulations share attributes across multiple platforms that are more sensitive than other subpopulations, making for easier linking. This leads to a greater privacy loss for some subset of users, who perhaps may belong to more vulnerable communities.

Again, this social media challenge brings us to ethical concerns related to autonomy and justice. Autonomy is a concern because the more data available across sites, the more companies and others can identify and specific users. If the targeted population is a vulnerable one, issues of justice also arise.

5 Algorithmic Bias

Researchers from various fields have mined content from social media (that arises organically) to study phenomena traditionally measured using surveys. Within computer science we tend to do this without consent because we view these data as public. But we do need to pause to ask ourselves if the goal of our research is beneficial to the users, the platform, or society more broadly. Should we use such data for inference? Do users realize that their content can be used for various prediction tasks and indirect measurement of different quantities? When is it reasonable for algorithms to use knowledge about membership in a protected subpopulations to infer undisclosed attributes? What is the impact of biased algorithms on individuals? How do we begin to understand the level of harm when we do not have agreed upon ways to measure it? Fairness in machine learning and algorithmic bias are research areas that have begun thinking about some of these questions. Ultimately, using these inferences that were obtained without consent to influence a user’s online behavior can be viewed as disregard for a user’s
actions, which conflicts with the ethical principle of respect of autonomy. Making poor quality inferences with or without consent can increase the potential for discrimination (justice), potentially manipulation and harm (beneficence). When we also consider the potential harm for classes of people as opposed to just individuals, the ethical principle of societal good maximization comes into play. We will see that these ethical principles are the primary concerns for each of the social media challenges presented in this section.

Many of the challenges in this section arise because of the differential use of social media. Social media platforms allow their users to communicate with others outside existing social and local boundaries and share with their connections user-generated content. The data generation process is not predictable across all types of users in terms of frequency, types of activity, ways of expression, or topics. People use social media differently and share different aspects of their lives. For some people social media is a social platform. For others it is a professional platform. Different types of engagement (post, comment, share, reaction, or just reading a post) can be driven by similar motivations.

5.1 Lack of population coverage

Inferences from social media data are inherently of unknown representativeness because they come from nonprobability samples that are not designed to cover the population. While non-probability samples are not unique to social media, they are the norm across social media settings. Social media users $U$ and the different classes/groups they form based on $c(\cdot)$ are not a representative image of the general population, limiting the direct application of many traditional techniques. For example, stratified random sampling techniques used in traditional survey methodology [12] cannot be directly applied without a proper sampling frame or observed characteristics to help researchers determine the strata in which different individuals fall. This is not to say that social media data are always non-representative. Social media data may end up adequately covering the research topics under study, and thus represent the population accurately, even though the individuals who contributed to the social media corpus are not sampled in a representative way [41]. Table 4 shows the reported populations of each of our example social media sites. We see that levels of participation on these different sites vary with demographics. LinkedIn and Twitter have more men than women, all of the sites have larger proportions of younger users than older ones, and most have more college educated users than non-college educated.

Being able to generalize beyond the population of a single platform is important for understanding attitudes and opinions across broader cross-sections of the population. Further, algorithms that are developed for one platform population may need to be adjusted for other populations. Without adjustments, new issues around fairness may arise. Therefore, developing methods for re-weighting populations would increase societal benefit. However, platforms do not share such data about the population distribution in sufficiently regular intervals for researchers to generalize beyond the sample they have without explicitly linking the data to a representative survey. Selection bias has been shown to reduce machine learning fairness in more traditional data sets [48][22]. This type of bias is exacerbated on social media because we may be unaware of under-representation of subgroups or skews in the data since that information is not released by platforms. This could lead to socially destructive, rather than socially beneficial, knowledge production because of re-enforcement of stereotypes, bias propagation, etc. When we move to high levels of data imbalance, fairness metrics (demographic parity and equality of opportunity) get worse across all levels of privacy [13]. Finally, when demographic data is not part of the available data, we cannot verify that algorithms are being fair. As a result, extra caution is necessary when using social media data as direct [11] or indirect [44] predictors of social phenomena, and why we need to help build social media benchmarks.

Ultimately, all of these types of poor quality inferences can lead to concerns with regards to the ethical principles of justice and beneficence.
### Table 4: Percentage of U.S. adults who use each social media platform by demographics [38]

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Facebook</th>
<th>Instagram</th>
<th>LinkedIn</th>
<th>Twitter</th>
<th>Snapchat</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Total</strong></td>
<td>69%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>27%</td>
<td>22%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Men</strong></td>
<td>63%</td>
<td>31%</td>
<td>29%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Women</strong></td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>21%</td>
<td>24%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Ages 18-29</strong></td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>67%</td>
<td>28%</td>
<td>38%</td>
<td>62%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>30-49</strong></td>
<td>79%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>25%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>50-64</strong></td>
<td>68%</td>
<td>23%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>17%</td>
<td>9%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>65+</strong></td>
<td>46%</td>
<td>8%</td>
<td>11%</td>
<td>7%</td>
<td>3%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>High school or less</strong></td>
<td>61%</td>
<td>33%</td>
<td>9%</td>
<td>13%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Some college</strong></td>
<td>75%</td>
<td>37%</td>
<td>26%</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>29%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>College graduate</strong></td>
<td>74%</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>51%</td>
<td>32%</td>
<td>20%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

#### 5.2 Types of Data

Different platforms allow users to generate different types of data, including text (tweets, posts), image and video (profile image, posted photos/videos, and tagged photos/videos), geographic location (geotagged posts/tweets), and relationships/networks (friends and followers). For example, on Twitter the primary mode of communication is text. On Instagram the primary mode is images and on Tiktok the primary mode is video.

While the prevalence of natural language processing (NLP) and text mining techniques has increased, they are less reliable on short, informal text. Many researchers are applying the same algorithms without making adjustments for the data environment, including understanding the impact of different preprocessing methods on models and adjusting the learning model to account for the noise and bias of social media data. Images have similar issues. While some images are easier to learn from, images shared on social media vary in size, format, and resolution, limiting the reliability of inferences made using these data. Ultimately, algorithms need to be designed or adjusted to compensate for new types of noise prevalent on different social media sites.

The language used by individuals can reveal demographic characteristics and beliefs. Companies can use images to determine a user’s gender, race, and age even if the user chooses not to share this information. Companies can use geolocation to get user’s location and use the location to predict certain characteristics (such as age, gender and income) or even, predict where a user lives or works. For example, researchers have used Twitter user descriptions to infer consumer profiles, predicting attributes such as parental status or if the user is a frequent traveler from the textual content with a precision of between 80% and 92% [18]. They also used textual clues, mentions of regional events, Foursquare check-ins, geo-tagged messages, and time zone settings to infer user location with high precision.

Only recently have researchers begun considering the social impact of natural language processing (NLP) [20, 4]. Text in posts capture how we express ourselves, and they can also capture historical biases and propagate them in the models built [14, 7]. For example, word embeddings have been shown to inherit gender bias [47, 6, 15]. Additionally, NLP techniques can have difficulty understanding specific dialects within a language [5]. As a result, in the context of social media, dialect speakers’ opinions may be mischaracterized. This is particularly applicable for applications using sentiment analysis and stance. In this context, dialect speakers are discriminated against and possibly even excluded from these models, leading to clear conflicts with regards to the ethical principles of justice and societal good maximisation [31].
5.3 Sensitive data

Advances in machine learning have made it possible to infer a large range of attributes about a person. For example, just using information shared in posts, algorithms can infer gender, age, and location with high accuracy. And when sensitive data are available, e.g. birthdate or race, they will tend to lead to stronger inference predictions. Using these sensitive data for prediction violate the anti-classification definition of fairness, which states that sensitive attributes should not be part of the data used to get a model’s outcome. However, an important use of this sensitive information is to ensure group-level and individual-level fairness.

Because non-sensitive shared personal data of a user or the user’s friends can serve as indirect indicator of the user’s demographic information, as researchers of data-driven systems, we need to integrate methods to ensure that features generated from personal data are not biased. Additionally, models that do not use sensitive information might still exhibit indirect discrimination, as non-protected attributes may correlate with the protected ones. This is referred to as the “red-lining” effect.

These concerns bring up issues related to the ethical principles of justice and maximizing social benefit. There are many examples of indirect discrimination [33]. For example, the LinkedIn talent search system returns a list of candidates based on a search query. The system was found to be biased against race and gender and has since been updated [10]. Another example is Amazon’s 2014 hiring application that reviewed resumes to identify top candidates for interviewing. The algorithm was found to be biased against females because the training data (current employee resumes) was heavily biased towards men. Different resume attributes that were being learned by the algorithm were serving as indirect indicators of gender [9]. These examples are a reminder of the impact of historical data on propagating present day bias. It arises when there is a misalignment between the world as it is and the values or objectives that are encoded and propagated in a model. This bias refers to a concern with the state of the world, and care must be given to this issue on social media, where organic data has inherent biases. If researchers do not correct the biases present in the organic data, they will replicate those biases in the findings, further reinforcing social and cultural inequities.

5.4 Partial Information Sharing - Missing data

People do not fill out all the fields when they sign up for a social media account, revealing different amounts of personal information to others. Some express their opinions about a larger range of topics than others. Users may share different information with their private network than on their public profile. Ultimately, other than required fields and auto-generated fields, there are very few pieces of information that can be directly obtained across all of the users (see Table 3). The result is a significant amount of missing data.

It is not surprising that companies and researchers have attempted to infer this missing information. However, what happens if the inferred value is incorrect and that value is assumed as accurate for another algorithm? When the data are representative and the algorithms are accurate, the inferences may benefit users. When they are inaccurate and this inaccuracy is further propagated in other algorithms, the harm can be significant.

The impact of missing values on fairness can be significant. If users choose to not share certain demographic information, how can researchers test if a model is biased against this individual? If we do not have ground truth about the users’ sensitive information/features, we cannot verify and guarantee that any models built or conclusions drawn are not biased against (or favoring) a specific set of users. This can be especially problematic when the classification outcome is dependent on users’ known features, and these features are correlated to sensitive attributes that are missing. In order to overcome this challenge, some recent research has focused on a pre-processing stage that attempts to ensure that user representation does not indirectly carry any demographic information [56, 22]. Developing new approaches for measuring fairness when the properties of the underlying data are only partially known is particularly important for social media.

Finally, more generally, we cannot ignore the role missing information plays within data mining and machine learning methods that are deployed on social media. If missing values are in non-sensitive features, and if the
missing values are completely at random, the models being built should be robust. However, if the missing values show bias by exhibiting specific patterns, the models using these data will also be biased [27], raising concerns associated with the ethical principle of justice.

5.5 Imbalanced levels of activity

Users on social media are not equally active. Some are very active, posting continually, while others only browse channels of interest. For example, on Twitter, the top 10% of the most active tweeters by number of tweets are responsible for 80% of all tweets created by U.S. adults [21]. Levels of engagement can also vary with demographics, campaigns, and across platforms [37]. Popular profiles that have many followers/likes tend to post more often than the rest. Figure 4 shows the amount of time users spend on different platforms. While these numbers continue to rise, they vary considerably by demographic. For example, while adults in the US average 38 minutes on Facebook per day, those of ages 16-24 spend three hours on the platform [58]. Globally, people spent 144 minutes per day on social media. In the United States, people spent 123 minutes per day on social media [17], while they only spent 19 minutes per day exercising [1]. In other words, many people are very inclined to spend more time on social media than certain other leisure activity, allowing for potentially better quality inferences; however, the variability is large, requiring researchers to ensure sufficient data are available for stable, repeatable algorithmic development.

Also, sometimes researchers only have posts from a particular group or channel and do not know the overall activity level of the users posting on the channel. If the inference is about the content of the post itself, that can be reliable. However, when companies and researchers make inferences about the users, they need to determine the minimum number of posts needed per user for the task. Not doing so will not only lead to measurement validity issues, but also algorithmic bias issues, where accuracy will be higher for those who are more active on social media. Ignoring the levels of user activity when building models reduces the fairness of the model. Inferences made on individuals who post less frequently are likely to be less reliable and more prone to measurement bias, leading to concerns associated with the ethical considerations of non-maleficence and justice.

6 Transparent Computing

Users are inundated with huge volumes of information and a large number of choices. Social media applications have only made this more challenging. Users may be unaware of the data that are being shared or used by different platforms, and if they are aware, they may not understand how the platforms are using the data or how to make adjustments to their data sharing preferences. For example, many users on Facebook are not aware that people outside of their network of friends can see their account information [34,19]. At the same time, computational models continue to increase in complexity, making it harder for researchers and programmers to understand the impact of different data features on developed inference models.
As machine learning models continue to influence human behavior and drive our decision making, the topic of transparency continues to reoccur within this context. Transparency is being discussed as a synonym for interpretability, i.e. an explanation of the model, to ensure a model’s outcomes are understandable and fair to humans. However, transparent/interpretable models are only one piece of the learning process, or more broadly, of a computational model. Algorithmic fairness and privacy capture important desired characteristics of an implemented computing model with respect to ethical concerns. However, we argue that these concepts capture only a part of computational transparency. The complexity of the data and the software require use to reimagine data and software transparency. This includes transparency during data collection, data preprocessing, model design and implementation, and model outputs. When a system and the data within the system are transparent across all its components, it is not only easier to understand the system, but it also makes it easier to determine the components most vulnerable to ethical attacks.

Having more transparency throughout the software development lifecycle is not a new idea. However, exposing both the inputs and the data usages throughout will enable researchers to connect computation to the ethical principles defined in Section 2. Toward that end, we define **transparent computing** to be the study of transparency mechanisms for computing. Transparency is fundamental to all of the mentioned ethical principles. The pillars of transparent computing would include the following: (1) ensuring that coded policy constraints, including ethical considerations, related to user data are transparent, (2) ensuring that the data being used by algorithms are transparent, (3) ensuring that the models used to make inferences are transparent, and when possible interpretable, (4) ensuring that the reliability of the algorithm in terms of accuracy and fairness are transparent, and (5) ensuring that generalizability and limitations of model usage and analysis are clear. Without embedding principles of transparency into our problem formulation, model construction, and shared results, quantifying and measuring the effectiveness of our algorithms and privacy mechanisms with regards to ethical principles will not be straightforward. Our field will continue to have to grapple with the inconsistency between what we do and what makes ethical sense to do.

### 7 Final Thoughts

While some of the complexities we identify are not novel and have been issues associated with traditional data sources, e.g. surveys and administrative data, the social media context is new and requires us to rethink our approach for addressing these complexities, while understanding the ethical implications of our solutions. How do we ensure that algorithms and tools that we design are fair, transparent, and privacy preserving to humans, while also being beneficial to society? The irregular noise in social media data, the inherent bias in features generated from the data, and the lack of understanding of the representativeness of social media platforms make it harder to develop correct and sound algorithmic, machine learning, and privacy solutions. And that difficulty is even more challenging when we throw ethics into the mix. As computer science researchers, we are at an important crossroad. We can continue to build algorithms and tools that companies use to exploit user data. Or we can understand that users who share their data freely with companies need researchers to develop guidelines for use of these data, for design of algorithms that consider transparency and fairness, and for technologies that protect user data and use user data responsibly.

While this area is emerging and guidelines are still being developed, there are best practices that have been identified in other disciplines that we can begin to follow. First, if possible, researchers should use public data and make clear in the study how the data are collected. If the data are private, researchers can conduct thought exercises that work through the potential ethical considerations and potential user/societal harms to ensure that the use of private data is warranted. If a decision is made to move forward, the researchers should get consent to use the data and give users options to decline and leave the study at any point. When inferring new values or developing new models, researchers can compute not only measures of accuracy, but also measures of fairness.

---

2 In cases where data values cannot be shared, measures can be shared to inform researchers about the properties of the data.
Finally, researchers should continue to make data, models, and results transparent and reproducible. By designing algorithms and technologies with ethical considerations from the outset, perhaps we can begin to create a new breed of computer science that deliberately connects our computation work to social responsibility.
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Abstract

Machine Learning (ML) is commonly used to automate decisions in domains as varied as credit and lending, medical diagnosis, and hiring. These decisions are consequential, imploring us to carefully balance the benefits of efficiency with the potential risks. Much of the conversation about the risks centers around bias — a term that is used by the technical community ever more frequently but that is still poorly understood. In this paper we focus on technical bias — a type of bias that has so far received limited attention and that the data engineering community is well-equipped to address. We discuss dimensions of technical bias that can arise through the ML lifecycle, particularly when it’s due to preprocessing decisions or post-deployment issues. We present results of our recent work, and discuss future research directions. Our over-all goal is to support the development of systems that expose the knobs of responsibility to data scientists, allowing them to detect instances of technical bias and to mitigate it when possible.

1 Introduction

Machine Learning (ML) is increasingly used to automate decisions that impact people’s lives, in domains as varied as credit and lending, medical diagnosis, and hiring. The risks and opportunities arising from the wide-spread use of predictive analytics are garnering much attention from policy makers, scientists, and the media. Much of this conversation centers around bias — a term that is used by the technical community ever more frequently but that is still poorly understood.

In their seminal 1996 paper, Friedman and Nissenbaum identified three types of bias that can arise in computer systems: pre-existing, technical, and emergent [9]. We briefly discuss these in turn, see Stoyanovich et al. [33] for a more comprehensive overview.

• Pre-existing bias has its origins in society. In ML applications, this type of bias often exhibits itself in the input data; detecting and mitigating it is the subject of much research under the heading of algorithmic fairness [5]. Importantly, the presence or absence of pre-existing bias cannot be scientifically verified, but rather is postulated based on a belief system [8] [12]. Consequently, the effectiveness — or even the validity — of a technical attempt to mitigate pre-existing bias is predicated on that belief system.
• **Technical bias** arises due to the operation of the technical system itself, and can amplify pre-existing bias. The bad news is that, as we argue in the remainder of this paper, the risks of introducing technical bias in ML pipelines abound. The good news is that, unlike with pre-existing bias, there is no ambiguity about whether a technical fix should be attempted: if technical systems we develop are introducing bias, then we should be able to instrument these systems to measure it and understand its cause. It may then be possible to mitigate this bias and to check whether the mitigation was effective.

• **Emergent bias** arises in the context of use of the technical system. In Web ranking and recommendation in e-commerce, a prominent example is “rich-get-richer”: searchers tend to trust the systems to indeed show them the most suitable items at the top positions, which in turn shapes a searcher’s idea of a satisfactory answer.

In this paper, we focus on technical bias, — a type of bias that has so far received limited attention, particularly when it’s due to preprocessing decisions or post-deployment issues, and that the data engineering community is well-equipped to address. Our over-all goal is to support the development of systems that expose the knobs of responsibility to data scientists, allowing them to detect instances of technical bias, and to mitigate it when possible.

**Running example.** We illustrate the need for taming technical bias with an example from the medical domain. Consider a data scientist who implements a Python pipeline that takes demographic and clinical history data as input, and trains a classifier to identify patients at risk for serious complications. Further, assume that the data scientist is under a legal obligation to ensure that the resulting ML model works equally well for patients across different gender and age groups. This obligation is operationalized as an intersectional fairness criterion, requiring equal false negatives rates for groups of patients identified by a combination of gender and age group.

Consider Ann, a data scientist who is developing this classifier. Following her company’s best practices, Ann will start by splitting her dataset into training, validation, and test sets. Ann will then use pandas, scikit-learn [19], and their accompanying data transformers to explore the data and implement data pre-processing, model selection, tuning, and validation. Ann starts preprocessing by computing value distributions and correlations for the features in her dataset, and by identifying missing values. She will fill these in using a default interpolation method in scikit-learn, replacing missing values with the mode value for that feature. Finally, following the accepted best practices at her company, Ann implements model selection and hyperparameter tuning. As a result of this step, Ann will select a classifier that shows acceptable performance according to her company’s standard metrics: it has sufficient accuracy, while also exhibiting sufficiently low variance. When Ann considers the accuracy of her classifier closely, she observes a disparity: accuracy is lower for middle-aged women. Ann is now faced with the challenge of figuring out why this is the case, whether any of her technical choices during pipeline construction contributed to this model bias, and what she can do to mitigate this effect. We will revisit this example, and also discuss issues that may arise after the model is deployed, in the remainder of this paper.

**Roadmap.** The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we outline the dimensions of technical bias as they relate to two lifecycle views of ML applications: the data lifecycle and the lifecycle of design, development, deployment, and use. Then, in Section 3 we present our recent work on helping data scientists responsibly develop ML pipelines, and validate them post-deployment. We conclude in Section 4 with directions for future research.

# 2 Dimensions of Technical Bias

There are many different ways in which Ann (or her colleagues who deploy her model) could accidentally introduce technical bias. Some of these relate to the view of ML model development through the lens of the data lifecycle. As argued in Stoyanovich et al. [33], responsibility concerns, and important decision points, arise in
data sharing, annotation, acquisition, curation, cleaning, and integration. Thus, opportunities for improving data quality and representativeness, controlling for bias, and allowing humans to oversee the process, are missed if we do not consider these earlier data lifecycle stages. We discuss these dimensions of technical bias in Section 2.1. Additional challenges, and opportunities to introduce technical bias, arise after a model is deployed. We discuss these in Section 2.2.

Note that, in contrast to Bower et al. [4] and Dwork et al. [7], who study fairness in ML pipelines in which multiple models are composed, we focus on complex — and typical — pipelines in which bias may arise due to the composition of data preprocessing steps, or to data distribution shifts past deployment.

2.1 Model Development Stage

There are several subtle ways in which data scientists can accidentally introduce data-related bias into their models during the development stage. Our discussion in this section is inspired by the early influential work by Barocas and Selbst [1], and by Lehr and Ohm [15], who highlighted the issues that we will make more concrete.

Data cleaning. Methods for missing value imputation that are based on incorrect assumptions about whether data is missing at random may distort protected group proportions. Consider a form that gives patients a binary choice of gender and also allows to leave gender unspecified. Suppose that about half of the users identify as men and half as women, but that women are more likely to omit gender. Then, if mode imputation (replacing a missing value with the most frequent value for the feature, a common choice in scikit-learn) is used, then all (predominantly female) unspecified gender values will be set to male. More generally, multi-class classification for missing value imputation typically only uses the most frequent classes as target variables [3], leading to a distortion for small population groups, because membership in these groups will never be imputed. Next, suppose that some individuals identify as non-binary. Because the system only supports male, female, and unspecified as options, these individuals will leave gender unspecified. If mode imputation is used, then their gender will be set to male. A more sophisticated imputation method will still use values from the active domain of the feature, setting the missing values of gender to either male or female. This example illustrates that bias can arise from an incomplete or incorrect choice of data representation.

Finally, consider a form that has home address as a field. A homeless person will leave this value unspecified, and it is incorrect to attempt to impute it. While dealing with null values is known to be difficult and is already considered among the issues in data cleaning, the needs of responsible data management introduce new problems. Further, data quality issues often disproportionately affect members of historically disadvantaged groups [14], and so we risk compounding technical bias due to data representation with pre-existing bias.

Data filtering. Selections and joins can arbitrarily change the proportion of protected groups (e.g., for certain age groups) even if they do not directly use the sensitive attribute (e.g., age) as part of the predicate or of the join key. This change in proportion may be unintended and is important to detect, particularly when this happens during one of many preprocessing steps in the ML pipeline. During model development, Ann might have filtered the data by zip code or county to get a sample that is easier to work with. Demographic attributes such as age and income are highly correlated with places of residency, so such a seemingly innocent filtering operation might have heavily biased the data.

Another potential source of technical bias is the increasingly common usage of pre-trained word embeddings. For example, Ann’s code might replace a textual name feature with the corresponding vector from a word embedding that is missing for rare, non-western names (due to lack of data representation in the training corpus). If we then filter out records for which no embedding was found, we may disproportionately remove individuals from specific ethnic groups.

Unsound experimentation. Design and evaluation of ML models is a difficult and tedious undertaking and requires data scientists to strictly follow a set of best practices. During this process, it is unfortunately easy to make subtle mistakes that can heavily impact the quality of the resulting model. In previous research, we
found that even expert users violate such best practices in highly cited studies [29]. Common mistakes include hyperparameter selection on the test set instead of the validation set, lack of hyperparameter tuning for baseline learners, lack of proper feature normalisation, or ignoring problematic data subsets during training. While unsound experimentation is a general issue, ignoring problematic data subsets can specifically affect performance for minority and underrepresented groups, because their data might be prone to data quality issues, as we already discussed under data filtering above.

2.2 Model Deployment Stage

After the design of a model is finished, the model is deployed into production and produces predictions on unseen data. We outline a set of circumstances which can introduce technical bias at this stage.

Data errors introduced through integration. In modern information infrastructures, data is stored in different environments (e.g., in relational databases, in ‘data lakes’ on distributed file systems, or behind REST APIs), and it comes in many different formats. Many such data sources do not support integrity constraints and data quality checks, and often there is not even an accompanying schema available as the data is consumed in a ‘schema-on-read’ manner, where a particular application takes care of the interpretation. Additionally, there is a growing demand for applications consuming semi-structured data such as text, videos, and images. Due to these circumstances, every real world ML application has to integrate data from multiple sources, and errors in the data sources or during integration may lead to errors in downstream ML models that consume the data.

In our running example in Section 1, it may be the case that patient data is integrated from data sources of different healthcare providers. If one of these providers accidentally changes their schema, or introduces bugs in their data generation procedure, this may negatively impact the predictions for the corresponding patients when their data is used as input to Ann’s model.

Distribution shifts. The maintenance of ML applications remains challenging [21], due in large part to unexpected shifts in the distribution of serving data. These shifts originate from changes in the data generating process in the real world, and the problem is exacerbated in situations where different parties are involved in the provision of the data and the training of the model. Many engineering teams, especially in smaller companies, lack ML expert knowledge, and therefore often outsource the training of ML models to data science specialists or cloud ML services. In such cases, the engineering team provides the input data and retrieves predictions, but might not be familiar with details of the model. While ML experts have specialized knowledge to debug models and predictions in such cases [15], there is a lack of automated methods for non-ML expert users to decide whether they can rely on the predictions of an ML model on unseen data. In Ann’s case, her final deployed model might work well until new regulations for health care providers change the shape and contents of the patient data that they produce. If her model is not retrained on proper data, its prediction quality may quickly deteriorate.

In the following section we will introduce three software libraries that we developed in recent research to help data scientists like Ann in detecting and mitigating technical bias during model development and deployment.

3 Taming Technical Bias during Model Development and Deployment

In Schelter et al. [29] we described FairPrep, a design and evaluation framework for fairness-enhancing interventions in machine learning pipelines that treats data as a first-class citizen. The framework implements a modular data lifecycle, enables re-use of existing implementations of fairness metrics and interventions, and integration of custom feature transformations and data cleaning operations from real world use cases. FairPrep pursues the following goals: (i) Expose a developer-centered design throughout the lifecycle, which allows for low effort customization and composition of the framework’s components; (ii) Surface discrimination and due process concerns, including disparate error rates, failure of a model to fit the data, and failure of a model to generalize. (iii) Follow software engineering and machine learning best practices to reduce the technical
Figure 1: Data life cycle in FairPrep, designed to enforce isolation of test data, and to allow for customization through user-provided implementations of different components. An evaluation run consists of three different phases: (1) Learn different models, and their corresponding data transformations, on the training set; (2) Compute performance / accuracy-related metrics of the model on the validation set, and allow the user to select the ‘best’ model according to their setup; (3) Compute predictions and metrics for the user-selected best model on the held-out test set.

Figure 1 summarizes the architecture of FairPrep, which is based on three main principles:

1. Data isolation: to avoid target leakage, user code should only interact with the training set, and never be able to access the held-out test set.

2. Componentization: different data transformations and learning operations should be implementable as single, exchangeable standalone components; the framework should expose simple interfaces to users, supporting low effort customization.

3. Explicit modeling of the data lifecycle: the framework defines an explicit, standardized data lifecycle that applies a sequence of data transformations and model training in a predefined order.

FairPrep currently focuses on data cleaning, including different methods for data imputation, and model selection and validation, including hyperparameter tuning, and can be extended to accommodate earlier lifecycle stages, such as data acquisition, integration, and curation. Schelter et al. [29] measured the impact of sound best practices, such as hyperparameter tuning and feature scaling, on the fairness and accuracy of the resulting classifiers, and also showcased how FairPrep enables the inclusion of incomplete data into studies and helps analyze the effects.

If Ann wants to ensure that she follows sound experimentation practices during model development, she can use the FairPrep library as a runtime platform for experiments, for example to compute various fairness related metrics for the predictions of her classifier. Furthermore, she can leverage the component architecture of FairPrep to evaluate different missing value imputation techniques and fairness enhancing interventions to see whether these help with mitigating the low accuracy that she encountered in her model for the predictions for middle-aged women, as discussed in our running example in Section 1.

3.1 Detecting Data Distribution Bugs Introduced in Preprocessing

In our recent work on the mlinspect library [10], we focus on helping data scientists diagnose and mitigate problems to which we collectively refer as data distribution bugs. These types of bugs are often introduced during preprocessing, for reasons we outlined in Section 2. For example, preprocessing operations that involve filters or joins can heavily change the distribution of different groups in the training data [35], and missing value imputation can also introduce skew [28]. Recent ML fairness research, which mostly focuses on the use of learning algorithms on static datasets [5] is therefore insufficient, because it cannot address such technical bias originating from the data preparation stage. In addition, we should detect and mitigate such bias as close to its source as possible.

Unfortunately, such data distribution issues are difficult to catch. In part, this is because different pipeline steps are implemented using different libraries and abstractions, and the data representation often changes from relational data to matrices during data preparation. Further, preprocessing in the data science ecosystem [23] often combines relational operations on tabular data with estimator/transformer pipelines, a composable and nestable abstraction for combining operations on array data, which originates from scikit-learn [19] and has been adopted by popular libraries like SparkML [18] and Tensorflow Transform. In such cases, tracing problematic featurised entries back to the pipeline’s initial human-readable input is tedious work. Finally, complex estimator/transformer pipelines are hard to inspect because they often result in nested function calls not obvious to the data scientist.

Due to time pressure in their day-to-day activities, most data scientists will not invest the necessary time and effort to manually instrument their code or insert logging statements for tracing as required by model management systems [34, 36]. This calls for the development of tools that support automated inspection of ML pipelines, similar to the inspections used by modern IDEs to highlight potentially problematic parts of a program, such as the use of deprecated code or problematic library functions calls. Once data scientists are pointed to such issues, they can use data debuggers like Dagger [17] to drill down into the specific intermediate pipeline outputs and explore the root cause of the issue. Furthermore, to be most beneficial, automated inspections need to work with code natively written with popular ML library abstractions.

Lightweight inspection with mlinspect. To enable lightweight pipeline inspection, we designed and implemented mlinspect [10], a library that helps data scientists automatically detect data distribution issues in their ML pipelines, such as the accidental introduction of statistical bias, and provides linting for best practices. The mlinspect library extracts logical query plans, modeled as directed acyclic graphs (DAGs) of preprocessing operators from ML pipelines that use popular libraries like pandas and scikit-learn, and combine relational operations and estimator/transformer pipelines. These plans are then used to automatically instrument the code and trace the impact of operators on properties like the distribution of sensitive groups in the data.

Importantly, mlinspect implements a library-independent interface to propagate annotations such as the lineage of tuples across operators from different libraries, and introduces only constant overhead per tuple flowing through the DAG. Thereby, the library offers a general runtime for pipeline inspection, and allows us to integrate many issue detection techniques that previously required custom code, such as automated model validation on data slices [22], the identification of distortions with respect to protected group membership in the training data [35], or automated sanity checking for ML datasets [13].

Identifying data distribution bugs in our running example. Figure 2 shows a preprocessing pipeline and potential data distribution bugs for our running example from Section 1. The pipeline first reads two CSV files, which contain patient demographics and their clinical histories, respectively. Next, these dataframes are joined on the ssn column. This join may introduce a data distribution bug (as indicated by issue 1) if a large percentage of the records of some combination of gender and age group do not have matching entries in the clinical history dataset. Next, the pipeline computes the average number of complications per age group and adds the binary
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target label to the dataset, indicating which patients had a higher than average number of complications compared to their age group. The data is then projected to a subset of the attributes, to be used by the classification model. This leads to the second issue 2 in the pipeline: the data scientist needs to ensure that the model achieves comparable accuracy across different age groups, but the age group attribute is projected out here, making it difficult to catch data distribution bugs later in the pipeline. The data scientist additionally filters the data to only contain records from patients within a given set of counties. This may lead to issue 3: a data distribution bug may be introduced if populations of different counties systematically differ in age.

Next, the pipeline creates a feature matrix from the dataset by applying common feature encoders with `ColumnTransformer` from scikit-learn, before training a neural network on the features. For the categorical attributes smoker, county, and gender, the pipeline imputes missing values with mode imputation (using the most frequent attribute value), and subsequently creates one-hot-encoded vectors from the data. The `last_name` is replaced with a corresponding vector from a pretrained word embedding, and the numerical attributes `num_children` and `income` are normalized. This feature encoding part of the pipeline introduces several potential issues: 4 the imputation of missing values for the categorical attributes may introduce statistical bias, as it may associate records with a missing value in the gender attribute with the majority gender in the dataset; 5 depending on the legal context (i.e., if the disparate treatment doctrine is enforced), it may be forbidden to use gender as an input to the classifier; 6 we may not have vectors for rare non-western names in the word embedding, which may in turn lead to lower model accuracy for such records. As illustrated by this example, preprocessing can give rise to subtle data distribution bugs that are difficult to identify manually, motivating the development of automatic inspection libraries such as mlinspect, which will hint the data scientist towards these issues.

**Source code.** A prototype implementation of mlinspect, together with a computational notebook that shows how mlinspect can be used to address the issues outlined in the ML pipeline in Figure 2, is available at https://github.com/stefan-grafberger/mlinspect
3.2 Validating Serving Data with Data Unit Tests

Machine learning (ML) techniques are very sensitive to their input data, as the deployed models rely on strong statistical assumptions about their inputs [32], and subtle errors introduced by changes in the data distribution can be hard to detect [20]. At the same time, there is ample evidence that the volume of data available for training is often a decisive factor for a model’s performance [11]. How errors in the data affect performance, and fairness of deployed machine learning models is an open and pressing research question, especially in cases where the data describing protected groups has a higher likelihood of containing errors or missing values [29].

Unit tests for data with Deequ. As discussed in Section 2.2, accidental errors during data integration can heavily impact the prediction quality of downstream ML models. We therefore postulate that there is a pressing need for increased automation of data validation. To respond to this need, Schelter et al. [30] presented Deequ, a data unit testing library. The library centers around the vision that users should be able to write ‘unit-tests’ for data, analogous to established testing practices in software engineering, and is built on the following principles:

1. Declarativeness: allowing data scientist to spend time on thinking about what their data should look like, and not about how to implement the quality checks. Deequ offers a declarative API that allows users to define checks on their data by composing a variety of available constraints.

2. Flexibility: allowing users to leverage external data and custom code for validation (e.g., call a REST service for some data and write a complex function that compares the result to some statistic computed on the data).

3. Continuous integration: explicitly supporting the incremental computation of quality metrics on growing datasets [27], and allowing users to run anomaly detection algorithms on the resulting historical time series of quality metrics.

4. Scalability: scaling seamlessly to large datasets, by translating the data metrics computations to aggregation queries, which can be efficiently executed at scale with a distributed dataflow engine such as Apache Spark [37].

Unit testing serving data in our running example. A prime use case of Deequ in ML deployments is to test new data to be sent to the model for prediction. When Ann deploys her model for real world usage, she wants to make sure that it will only consume well-formed data. She can use Deequ to write down her assumptions about the data as a declarative data unit test, and have this test integrated into the pipeline that feeds data to the deployed model. If any assumptions are violated, the pipeline will stop processing, the data will be quarantined, and a data engineer will be prompted to investigate the root cause of the failure.

Listing 1 shows what a data unit test may look like. We precompute certain expected statistics for the data such as the number patients to predict for, the valid age groups, and expected distributions by gender and age group. Next, we write down our assumptions about the data, similar to integrity constraints in relational databases. We declare the following checks: we assume that the size of the data corresponds to the expected number of patients, we expect social security numbers (the ssn attribute) to be unique, and we expect no missing values for the lastname, county, and age_group attributes. We furthermore assume that the values of the smoker attribute are Boolean, while in the num_children attribute comprises of integers, and we expect the age_group attribute to only contain valid age group values, as defined beforehand. We also expect values of the num_children attribute to be non-negative. Finally, we compare the distribution of age groups and gender in serving data to their expected distribution via the histogramSatisfies constraint. The user-defined function notDiverged compares the categorical distributions of these columns and returns a Boolean value.

```java
// Computed in advance
val expectedNumPatients = ...
```
val validAgeGroups = ...
val expectedGenderDist = ...
val expectedAgeGroupDist = ...

// Assumptions about data to predict on
val validationResultForTestData = VerificationSuite()
.onData(expectedNumPatients)
.addCheck()
  .hasSize(numPatients)
  .isUnique("ssn")
  .isComplete("lastname", "county", "age_group")
  .hasDataType("smoker", Boolean)
  .hasDataType("num_children", Integral)
  .isNonNegative("num_children")
  .isContainedIn("age_group", validAgeGroups)
  .histogramSatisfies("age_group", { ageGroupDist =>
    notDiverged(ageGroupDist, expectedAgeGroupDist) })
  .histogramSatisfies("gender", { genderDist =>
    notDiverged(genderDist, expectedGenderDist) })
.run()

if (validationResultForTestData.status != Success) {
  // Abort pipeline, notify data engineers
}

Listing 1: Example of a data unit test.

During the execution of the test, Deequ identifies the statistics required for evaluating the constraints and generates queries in SparkSQL with custom designed aggregation functions to compute them. For performance reasons, it applies multi-query optimization to enable scan-sharing for the aggregation queries, minimizing the number of passes over the input data. Once the data statistics are computed, Deequ invokes the validation functions and returns the evaluation results to the user.

Source code. Deequ is available under an open source license at [https://github.com/awslabs/deequ](https://github.com/awslabs/deequ) It for example forms the basis of Amazon’s recent Model Monitor service for concept drift detection in the SageMaker machine learning platform.

4 Conclusions and Future Research Directions

In this paper we discussed dimensions of technical bias that can arise through the lifecycle of machine learning applications, both during model development and after deployment. We outlined several approaches to detect and mitigate such bias based on our recent work, and will now discuss promising directions for future research, where the data engineering community has the potential to make significant impact. We see the overarching goal of this line of research not in mechanically scrubbing data or algorithms of bias, but rather in equipping data scientists with tools that can help them identify technical bias, understand any trade-offs, and thoughtfully enact interventions.

Integrating technical bias detection into general software development tooling. Data science is rapidly becoming an important part of the toolbox of a “general software engineer”, and so methods for detection and mitigation of technical bias need to become part of that toolbox as well. The scope of these methods must be extended beyond binary classification, and they must embrace human-in-the-loop elements by providing visualisations and allowing end-users to control experiments with low effort. To achieve practical impact, it is important to integrate these methods into common computational notebooks such as Jupyter, and into general IDE’s such as PyCharm.

Automating data quality monitoring. The arising challenge of automating the operation of deployed ML applications is gaining a lot of attention recently, especially with respect to monitoring the quality of their input data [25]. As outlined in Sections 2 and 3, data quality issues and the choice of a data cleaning technique can be a major source of technical bias. Existing approaches [2, 30] for this problem have not yet reached broad adoption, in part because they rely on substantial domain knowledge needed, for example, to define “data unit tests” and the corresponding similarity metrics, and to set thresholds for detecting data distribution shifts. Additionally, it is very challenging to test data during the earlier pipeline stages (e.g., data integration) without explicit knowledge of how an ML model will transform this data at the later stages.

We thus see a dire need for automated or semi-automated approaches to quantify and monitor data quality in ML pipelines. A promising direction is to treat historical data (for which no system failures were recorded and no negative user feedback has been received) as “positive” examples, and to explore anomaly detection-based methods to identify future data that heavily deviates from these examples. It is important to integrate a technical bias perspective into these approaches, for example, by measuring data quality separately for subsets of the data that correspond to historically disadvantaged or minority groups, since these groups tend to be more heavily hit by data quality issues [6].

Integrating technical bias detection into continuous integration systems for ML. Continuous integration is an indispensable step of modern best practices in software engineering to control the quality of deployed software, typically by automatically ensuring that software changes pass a set of unit and integration tests before deployment. There is ongoing work to adapt and reinvent continuous integration for the machine learning engineering process [24], which also exposes a lifecycle similar to the software engineering lifecycle, as discussed in Section 2. We see the need to make detection techniques for technical bias, such as automated inspections and data unit tests, first-class citizen in ML-specific continuous integration systems.
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Abstract

It is now well understood that artificial intelligence and machine learning systems can potentially exhibit discriminatory behavior. A variety of AI fairness definitions have been proposed which aim to quantify and mitigate bias and fairness issues in these systems. Many of these AI fairness metrics aim to enforce parity in the behavior of an AI system between different demographic groups, yet parity-based metrics are often criticized for a variety of reasons spanning the philosophical to the practical. The question remains: are parity-based metrics valid measures of AI fairness which help to ensure desirable behavior, and if so, when should they be used? We aim to shed light on this question by considering the arguments both for and against parity-based fairness definitions. Based on the discussion we argue that parity-based fairness metrics are reasonable measures of fairness which are beneficial to maintain in at least some contexts, and we provide a set of guidelines on their use.

1 Introduction

As artificial intelligence (AI) and machine learning (ML) systems are now widely deployed to automate decisions with substantial impact on human lives and our society including bail and sentencing decisions [2], lending [45], and hiring [17], these systems have come under increasing scrutiny. According to the 2019 report from the AI Now Institute at New York University, “tech companies are, in fact, deeply aware that algorithmic discrimination is entrenched in the systems with which they are blanketing the world,” even if these companies have not always successfully addressed it [15]. In response to these concerns, a new and rapidly growing field of research on AI fairness has emerged which aims to study these issues and propose solutions.

To date, much of the research on AI fairness —at least that which has arisen from the computer science community— has centered around mathematical definitions or metrics which aim to quantify the degree of fairness or bias in an AI/ML system [21]. We focus here on fairness in classification algorithms in which an individual’s predicted class label is used to make a decision that directly impacts that individual. For example, a prediction on whether an individual will repay a loan may determine whether that individual is offered a loan. Thus, if the behavior of the system is unfair or discriminatory it may produce harm to the affected individuals and to the health of our society, due to perpetuating (or even exacerbating) discriminatory patterns in real-world outcomes which are reflected in the training data [4].

Given the predictions made by a classification model, an AI fairness metric produces a score which assesses the extent that the model’s behavior is fair or unfair (e.g. if it exhibits harmful behavior such as a bias toward
or against a particular demographic group). With a fairness metric in hand, the typical fair AI approach is to modify machine learning algorithms such that the training procedure penalizes solutions according to their degree of unfairness under the metric, or are constrained to produce a solution where the fairness metric is considered satisfactory [21]. Hence, the “fairness” of an AI system is improved compared to the same system without this mitigation procedure, to the extent that the chosen metric successfully encodes what it means for the system to be “fair.” It is important to note that AI fairness is a complex sociotechnical problem which cannot be solved by the purely technical “band-aid” of enforcing a mathematical fairness definition without due consideration of non-technical factors [15]. Nevertheless, mathematical fairness definitions and learning algorithms that enforce them are valuable tools as part of a solution to unwanted discrimination in AI, which ideally would further consider sociotechnical, contextual, historical, legal, and stakeholder-centric perspectives in the design of the system.

Many, perhaps even the majority, of proposed AI fairness metrics and fair learning algorithms aim to ensure that different protected demographic groups, e.g. along lines of gender, race, nationality, sexual orientation, age, social class, or political affiliation, are treated similarly overall by the algorithm. For example, the metrics may enforce that the likelihood of being offered a loan, or being admitted to college, as determined by an AI algorithm, is approximately equal for men and women overall, or for other sensitive demographic groups. The goal may be to ensure near-parity on the distribution of assigned class labels (i.e. outcomes of the decision-making process) per group, as in the aforementioned example, or near-parity on error rates per group (e.g., false negative rates should be similar per demographic). We refer to fairness metrics that encourage parity of class labels/outcomes as parity-based fairness metrics.

Such parity-based metrics are intuitively appealing to many since they operationalize equality: each group is equally distributed outcomes (loans, college admissions, etc.) on average and no group is systematically favored or neglected by the procedure. Parity-based fairness metrics have however frequently been criticized in the literature [21][28][48]. Perhaps the most enduring critique is that parity-based fairness metrics do not necessarily ensure a meritocracy: it is possible that some “deserving” individuals or groups are not rewarded with favorable outcomes, and some “undeserving” individuals or groups might be rewarded with favorable outcomes [28][48][13].

A number of alternative fairness definitions have been proposed, many of which aim to more concretely advance meritocratic ideals, generally at the expense of advancing equality relative to parity-based fairness. Since societal processes are generally inequitable it is not usually possible to simultaneously achieve perfect equity and perfect meritocracy, so a choice must be made. Whether to prioritize equality or meritocracy is a classic left-wing / right-wing political debate, so differing views on the value and validity of parity-based fairness are likely partially explained by differences in opinion along the left-right political spectrum.

On the other hand, many additional criticisms of parity-based fairness have been put forth, as we shall discuss in detail. In the academic literature, the criticisms are usually placed when defending alternative fairness notions. After all, if simple parity were enough to achieve fairness, how could we justify the existence of the field of fairness in AI as a deep and complex area of study? Some authors (and skeptical peer-reviewers) have gone as far as to question its validity. In a blog post, Hardt [27] states:

“To be sure, there is a set of applications for which demographic parity is not unreasonable, but this seems to be a subtle case to make. Any paper adopting demographic parity as a general measure of fairness is fundamentally flawed.” [27]

Is Hardt right? This raises some important questions. Is the widespread practice of parity-based fairness a reasonable and useful approach, at least in some contexts? Do its detractors have valid points that would
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1While parity on error rates is clearly a type of fairness involving parity, the terms statistical parity and demographic parity usually refer to parity on outcomes in the AI fairness literature [21]. Parity on error rates is also subject to substantially less criticism and controversy since improving it can be achieved by improving classification performance, so there is not an explicit accuracy-fairness trade-off [28]. We therefore do not include it under the term "parity-based" fairness in our discussion.
preclude the use of parity-based fairness metrics by any reasonable scholar, regardless of political views and value systems? In what cases should we use parity-based fairness metrics instead of alternatives?

This paper aims to illuminate these questions by considering the main arguments and counterarguments on both sides of the issue. We will ultimately conclude that parity-based fairness has its place, even if it is not always ideal, and we will provide guidelines on its use.

1.1 Parity-Based Fairness Metrics

To make the discussion concrete we begin by recalling the most well-known fairness metrics, beginning with parity-based approaches. For a more comprehensive summary of AI fairness metrics, we direct the reader to [8] and [51]. Readers from non-technical backgrounds should feel free to skip the mathematical details, which we include for precision but which are not essential to the discussion. We will use the following notation. Suppose \( x \in \chi \) is an individual’s data, \( y \in Y \) is the class label for the corresponding individual, and \( s \in A \) is a protected attribute corresponding to membership of one or more sensitive demographic groups. A classifier \( M(x) \) is a mechanism which takes an individual’s data and makes a prediction \( \hat{y} \) on their class. For example, the mechanism \( M(x) \) could be a deep learning model for a lending decision, and \( s \) could be the applicant’s gender and/or race. In many cases of interest, the predicted class label \( \hat{y} \) corresponds to a decision that impacts the individual. For example, predicting that an individual will not repay a loan may correspond to a decision to deny that individual a loan. We will therefore often refer to \( \hat{y} \) as an outcome.

**The 80% Rule and the \( p\% \) Rule:** The 80% rule, a.k.a. the four-fifths rule, is a legal guideline for identifying discrimination in the form of adverse or disparate impact in policies and practices on different protected groups, originally defined in the context of employment and personnel decisions [23]. Disparate impact occurs when the same policies or procedures are applied to all individuals (e.g. in AI fairness, the same classifier is applied to everyone), but they impact different protected groups differently on average, even without explicit discrimination based on membership of the protected group. The guidelines state:

> A selection rate for any race, sex, or ethnic group which is less than four-fifths (or 80%) of the rate for the group with the highest rate will generally be regarded by the Federal enforcement agencies as evidence of adverse impact, while a greater than four-fifths rate will generally not be regarded by Federal enforcement agencies as evidence of adverse impact [23].

Mathematically, the 80% rule criterion identifies disparate impact in cases where

\[
\frac{P(M(x) = 1|\text{group A})}{P(M(x) = 1|\text{group B})} < 0.8 .
\] (1)

for a favorable outcome \( y = 1 \), disadvantaged group \( A \) and advantaged group \( B \). The 80% rule can be extended to a numeric measurement of the fairness of an algorithm or process, called the \( p\% \) rule, by dropping the use of a fixed threshold and simply reporting the ratio in Equation 1 [56]:

**Definition 1:** (\( p\% \) rule [56])

\[
p%(M) = \frac{P(M(x) = 1|\text{group A})}{P(M(x) = 1|\text{group B})} .
\] (2)

Here, if \( p%(M) \) is 1 then the demographic groups have an equal probability of being assigned the favorable outcome by the classification model \( M \), and higher scores are better as they correspond to increased parity.

**Statistical Parity, a.k.a. Demographic Parity:** [21] defined (and criticized, see below) the fairness notion of statistical parity, a.k.a. demographic parity, which requires that the probabilities of each outcome are approximately equal for each group, up to a tolerance level \( \epsilon \).
**Definition 2:** (Statistical parity [21]) A mechanism \( M(x) \) satisfies **statistical parity** between demographic groups \( A \) up to bias \( \epsilon \) if

\[
D_{tv}(p(Y|s_i), p(Y|s_j)) \leq \epsilon \quad \forall (s_i, s_j) \in A \times A ,
\]

where \( D_{tv}(p, q) = \frac{1}{2} \sum_{y \in Y} |p(y) - q(y)| \) is the total variation distance between distributions \( p \) and \( q \).

Here, a smaller value of \( \epsilon \) corresponds to better fairness. Note that both \( p\% \) and statistical parity encourage probabilities of outcomes to be similar between groups, with similarity measured via ratios in \( p\% \) and via differences in statistical parity. The \( p\% \) metric assumes a binary class label and focuses on similar probabilities for a single favorable outcome \( y = 1 \) (which would automatically promote having similar probabilities for the other binary outcome which is one minus its probability), while statistical parity aims for similar probabilities for each of two or more possible outcomes.

**Intersectional and Subgroup Fairness Metrics:** Fairness metrics have been developed which aim to ensure parity for the subgroups of the protected groups which occur at the intersection of those groups, e.g. Black women. Such definitions include differential fairness [25] and subgroup fairness [35].

### 1.2 Non-Parity Based Fairness Metrics

Numerous fairness metrics which do not focus on parity of outcomes have also been proposed, which typically are argued to satisfy desirable properties that parity-based fairness metrics and other competing definitions do not achieve. While a complete discussion is beyond the scope of this paper, we consider the most well-known metrics which epitomize their corresponding category of fairness measures.

**Fairness Through Unawareness:** One simple strategy to address unfairness is to simply remove the protected attributes from the classifier, i.e. \( s \) is not included as a feature in \( x \). This approach, called **fairness through unawareness** [21] or **anti-classification** [13], prevents **disparate treatment** [56], the use of different criteria for different protected groups, which could result in explicit discrimination based on an individual’s protected category and could have legal implications, e.g. in employment contexts under Title VII. It does not however prevent **disparate impact** (i.e. disparities in the outcomes), since other attributes may be “proxy variables” which are correlated with the class label [4]. For instance, zip code is frequently highly correlated with race in the United States due to historical segregation policies. Fairness through unawareness is not itself a metric, since it does not produce a score, but its limitations motivate both parity-based fairness metrics and the metrics below.

**Equalized Odds and Equality of Opportunity:** Motivated by claimed limitations of demographic parity (discussed below), [28] proposed to instead ensure that a classifier has equal error rates for each protected group. This fairness definition, called **equalized odds**, can loosely be understood as a notion of “demographic parity for error rates instead of outcomes.” Unlike demographic parity, equalized odds rewards accurate classification, and penalizes systems only performing well on the majority group. [28] also propose a variant definition called **equality of opportunity**, which relaxes equalized odds to only apply to a “deserving” outcome (i.e. \( y = 1 \)).

**Individual Fairness:** The **individual fairness** definition, due to [21], mathematically enforces the principle that **similar individuals should get similar outcomes** under a classification algorithm. An advantage of this approach is that it preserves the privacy of the individuals, which can be important when the user of the classifications (the vendor), e.g. a banking corporation, cannot be trusted to act in a fair manner.

**Causal Fairness:** Causal approaches to AI fairness metrics aim to use causal inference to ensure that protected attributes are not causes of predicted class labels, as opposed to merely being correlated with them. For example,
under the *counterfactual fairness* definition [39], intervening to change protected attributes $A$, while holding things which are not causally dependent on $A$ constant, will not change the predicted distribution of outcomes.

**Threshold Tests:** [48] aim to measure discriminatory bias by modeling risk scores $r(x) = p(y = 0|x)$ and latent thresholds which are used to classify based on the risk, and requiring algorithms or policies to threshold risk scores at the same points for different protected groups when determining outcomes.

# Arguments for Parity-Based Fairness Metrics

We will next consider arguments from each side of the debate, beginning with arguments that support the use of parity-based fairness metrics.

## 2.1 Equality as a Social Good

While much ink has been spilled in the AI fairness literature regarding the limitations of parity-based fairness, relatively few authors have explicitly defended it, despite widespread use. In the U.S. constitution, Thomas Jefferson famously wrote that it is self-evident that “all men are created equal” [33]. Perhaps, like Jefferson, its proponents find the value of equality to be self-evident. The most simple argument for parity-based fairness is often left unstated: equality is seen by many as having intrinsic value as a fair state of our society. Equality is particularly—but not exclusively—prioritized by the political left, who advocate for policies such as affirmative action which aim to level the playing field for historically marginalized groups [20]. If this does not resonate with you, consider the following thought experiment. You, a parent, have two similarly behaved children and one toy. Would it be more fair to give the toy to the slightly better behaved child, or to ask them both to take turns and share the toy equally? If only one child were given the toy, would the other child view the situation as fair?

In an AI context, to unpack the goals and impacts of parity-based fairness it is important to distinguish between the statistical task of predicting an unknown class label $y$, such as whether an individual will repay a loan, and the economic task of making a decision which impacts an individual based on the prediction $\hat{y}$, such as awarding a loan to that individual [13]. The former is concerned only with accurate prediction, but in the name of equity the latter may arguably deviate from the labels, even when perfectly predicted [25]. Whenever the assignment of class labels corresponds to the allocation of resources (e.g. a limited number of admissions to a prestigious program of study), improving metrics regarding the parity of outcomes can help to reduce social or economic inequality. The statistical/economic distinction is especially important when the class (repay loan) is chosen merely as a convenient measurable proxy for a good decision (award loan), even though making a good decision, which may involve further nuances than given by the proxy class label and/or population-level impacts such as fairness, is the true goal of the system.

## 2.2 Mitigating Unfair Disparities and Negative Stereotypes

Disparate behavior of an AI system is frequently caused by unfair occurrences, which can be mitigated by enforcing parity-based metrics.

### 2.2.1 Mitigating Societal Bias

Inequality in society is often due to unfair societal processes [16] [11]. This impacts data, so it can be important to rectify the observed unfair inequality when performing algorithmic decision-making [4]. If society is unfair, how do we fairly respond? President Lyndon B. Johnson considered this problem in his commencement Address at Howard University in 1965, titled “To Fulfill These Rights” [34]. [20] summarizes President Johnson’s remarks as follows:
Imagine a hundred-yard dash in which one of the two runners has his legs shackled together. He has progressed ten yards, while the unshackled runner has gone fifty yards. At that point the judges decide that the race is unfair. How do they rectify the situation? Do they merely remove the shackles and allow the race to proceed? Then they could say that “equal opportunity” now prevailed. But one of the runners would still be forty yards ahead of the other. Would it not be the better part of justice to allow the previously shackled runner to make up the forty-yard gap, or to start the race all over again? That would be affirmative action toward equality.” [20], paraphrasing [34].

In President Johnson’s metaphor, the shackles are of course a metaphor for unfair societal disadvantages. In the humanities and legal literature, such unfair processes have been studied under the framework of intersectionality. The term intersectionality was introduced by Kimberlé Crenshaw in the 1980’s [16] and popularized in the 1990’s, e.g. by Patricia Hill Collins [11], although the ideas are much older [12, 49]. In its general form, intersectionality emphasizes that systems of oppression built into society lead to systematic disadvantages along intersecting dimensions, which include not only gender, but also race, nationality, sexual orientation, disability status, and socioeconomic class [12, 11, 16, 30, 41, 49]. Examples of systems of oppression include racism, sexism, the prison-industrial complex, mass incarceration, and the school-to-prison pipeline [18, 1]. In the context of AI and fairness, intersectionality has been considered by e.g. [10, 46, 25, 24].

As an example of a scenario affected by unfair processes, consider the task of predicting prospective students’ academic performance for use in college admissions decisions. As discussed in detail by [52], and references therein, individuals belonging to marginalized and non-majority groups are disproportionately impacted by challenges of poverty and racism (in its structural, overt, and covert forms), including chronic stress, access to healthcare, under-treatment of mental illness, micro-aggressions, stereotype threat, disidentification with academics, and belongingness uncertainty. Similarly, LGBT and especially transgender, non-binary, and gender non-conforming students disproportionately suffer bullying, discrimination, self-harm, and the burden of concealing their identities. These challenges are often further magnified at the intersection of affected groups. A survey of 6,450 transgender and gender non-conforming individuals found that the most serious discrimination was experienced by people of color, especially Black respondents [26]. Verschelden explains the impact of these challenges as a tax on the “cognitive bandwidth” of non-majority students, which in turn affects their academic performance. She states that the evidence is clear

“...that racism (and classism, homophobia, etc.) has made people physically, mentally, and spiritually ill and dampened their chance at a fair shot at higher education (and at life and living).” [52]

A classifier trained to predict students’ academic performance from historical data hence aims to emulate outcomes that were substantially affected by unfair factors [4]. An accurate predictor for a student’s GPA may therefore not correspond to a fair decision-making procedure for student admissions.

### 2.2.2 Mitigating Bias from Subjective Annotation

Classification algorithms require labeled data to train on, and in many applications we must acquire labels through human annotation, which is often subjective, imperfect, and subject to the prejudice of the annotators [4]. Consider for example the challenges of annotating whether a resume is a good match with a job ad [19], whether a prospective employee should be hired [17], what emotion is being expressed in an image of a person’s face [5], whether a social media post is offensive [50], whether an incarcerated individual is at high risk of committing another crime [2], or whether a prospective student should be admitted to a program of study [42]. In these scenarios the answers are not clear-cut, and so implicit bias can potentially impact the labeling process which determines the “ground truth” that the model aims to predict. An extreme case occurred for the latter example when St George’s Medical Hospital developed a computer program for initial screening of applicants to the school in the late 1970’s to early 1980s. The system aimed to replicate the decision-making processes of the
selection panel, and was adjusted until it had more than 90% correlation with the panel’s scores. In imitating
the panel’s behavior, the system was purposely designed to reduce the chance of an interview for candidates
who were women or racial minorities [42]. While the potential for annotation bias does not imply that perfect
parity of outcomes must be sought, it illustrates how unfair disparities can arise in the training data, which in turn
suggests that methods which improve parity-based fairness metrics may be valuable tools for combating these
unfair disparities.

2.2.3 Mitigating Harms of Representation

In addition to causing economic and financial harm, AI systems that exhibit biased behavior may encode negative
stereotypes, which can be hurtful, offensive, or reinforce low self-esteem in historically marginalized groups, as
well as reinforcing prejudice against those groups. For example, [46] studied how Google search results reflect
negative stereotypes. She discussed how searching for keywords related to marginalized groups such as “Black
girls” returned mainly pornographic results, thereby perpetuating racist, sexist, and dehumanizing stereotypes.
Similarly, searching for “three black teenagers” returned mugshots, insinuating criminality, while searching for
“three white teenagers” returned wholesome images. Noble states:

“What we need to ask is why and how we get these stereotypes in the first place and what the
attendant consequences of racial and gender stereotyping do in terms of public harm for people who
are the targets of such misrepresentation. [46]”

Such harms of representation arise when the behavior of an AI system appears to attribute lower value or
negative properties to groups or individuals. This is especially hurtful when the misrepresentation due to the AI
corresponds to the perpetuation of hateful views that are currently or historically advanced in racist, sexist, ableist,
anti-semitic or other discriminatory language with deliberately hurtful intent [46]. Harms of representation
are problematic even when the outcomes of the AI system are not themselves consequential (e.g. if their
consequences were limited to within a video game). Similarly, in our own research we found that an AI-based
career counseling system trained on social media data disproportionately recommends careers in computer science
and executive/managerial positions to boys and homemaking, nursing, and customer service to girls [32]. This
behavior perpetuates stereotypes that could impact young people’s perceptions of their own capabilities and
potential when given recommendations by the algorithm. We applied a parity-based fairness intervention which
reduced the extent to which the system’s results reflected gender stereotypes, addressing the harmful portrayal of
gender groups by the algorithm, not to mention the potential financial impacts due to directing women toward
less lucrative careers.

2.3 Practical Benefits

Beyond mitigating unfair disparities and negative stereotypes, improving parity in AI systems has additional
practical benefits that pertain to broad classes of applications, including the advantages of diversity and reduction
of potential legal liability.

2.3.1 Increasing Diversity

In many AI applications a classification algorithm selects or impacts the set of individuals to be (potentially)
included in an organization or program, e.g. in automated hiring decisions, college admissions, allocation of
healthcare resources such as Medicaid services, and career recommendation (which could impact career choices).
In these scenarios, improving parity-based fairness metrics corresponds to an increase in the diversity of the pool
of selected individuals in terms of the representation of the protected groups, which is generally accomplished by
increasing the participation of underrepresented groups who have been historically marginalized. Diversity is a
crucial first step toward inclusion, in which an organization maintains a culture in which members of diverse groups are given respect, fair treatment, and a voice in decision-making processes [7].

As well as the intrinsic and ethical importance of diversity and inclusion, diversity can potentially lead to improvement in organizational effectiveness and competitiveness [47] including impacts on cost, resource acquisition, marketing, creativity, problem solving, and system flexibility [14]. Standpoint theory, which emphasizes the shared experiences of members of historically marginalized groups such as women, Black women, and the working class, suggests that the different perspectives and situated knowledge of members of historically marginalized groups as outsiders-within an institution or organization controlled by the dominant group allow them to critique it in a way that the dominant group cannot [29,11]. Hence, increased representation of historically marginalized groups within an organization can potentially help it to break free from stagnant thought patterns and groupthink. Diversity can also potentially lead to benefits to the economy. A brief from the Economics and Statistics Administration in the U.S. Department of Commerce argues that a lack of gender diversity in STEM is a missed opportunity to expand STEM employment and thereby increase the nation’s innovative capacity and global competitiveness, as well as reducing the gender wage-gap [6].

2.3.2 Reducing Legal Liability

The 80% rule [23] is used as a legal criterion for demonstrating disparate impact under several anti-discrimination laws in the United States primarily regarding employment decisions, including Title VII of the Civil Rights Act of 1964, the Americans with Disabilities Act (ADA), and the Age Discrimination in Employment Act. For example, Title VII prohibits employment discrimination on the basis of race, color, religion, sex, or national origin. A finding of adverse impact under the criterion shifts the burden of proof to the organization to defend its employment practices against alleged discrimination. Leaving aside philosophical debate on what it means to be “fair,” ensuring a sufficient degree of parity may be important to avoid legal liability under these laws, providing a practical motivation for parity-based fairness interventions in AI systems in the context of any employment decision such as hiring or promotion. The disparate impact legal criterion potentially also extends to other spheres such as housing under the Fair Housing Act of 1968.

2.4 Summary

Parity-based fairness metrics aim to operationalize and measure the degree of equality in the assignment of potentially consequential outcomes to protected groups. Equality has intrinsic value as a desirable property for a fair and healthy society. Unfair disparities and harmful stereotypes encoded in data used to train machine learning algorithms frequently arise from unfair processes, both in society and during data preparation, and parity-based fairness interventions can help mitigate them. Ensuring parity-based fairness has additional practical benefits across a broad range of use cases including increasing diversity and avoiding legal liability for organizations.

3 Arguments Against Parity-Based Notions of Fairness

The arguments from the previous section support the view that improving parity-based fairness is beneficial in many contexts, all other things being equal. A number of criticisms have been put forth as well. Some of the criticisms relate to what parity does, i.e. potential harmful effects, and others relate to what parity does not do which we might otherwise desire in a fairness metric. We discuss these concerns below.

3.1 Parity Potentially Harms Accuracy / Utility

A common criticism of parity-based fairness is that since the true class label distribution may not satisfy parity, ensuring parity would typically require a mismatch between the predictions and the data which would harm the
prediction accuracy, and hence the economic utility of the system. Example quotes from the literature include:

“Demographic parity often cripples the utility that we might hope to achieve, especially in the common scenario in which an outcome to be predicated, e.g. whether the loan be will defaulted, is correlated with the protected attribute.” [28]

“These mechanisms pay a significant cost in terms of the accuracy (or utility) of their predictions. In fact, there exist some inherent tradeoffs (both theoretical and empirical) between achieving high prediction accuracy and satisfying treatment and / or impact parity.” [57]

“The thresholds required to optimally satisfy these classification parity constraints will typically differ from the optimal thresholds for any community. Thus, requiring classification parity (or even approximate parity) can hurt majority and minority groups alike. [13]

3.2 Parity Does not Ensure a Meritocracy

The goal of parity-based fairness is to uphold the ideal of equality, in terms of the assignment of outcomes across protected groups. It does not explicitly aim to uphold a competing ideal of fairness, meritocracy, in which the “most deserving” individuals are assigned the greatest rewards, although mitigating discrimination and unfair disadvantages could perhaps be considered meritocratic [34]. Some authors have further argued that enforcing parity can be in conflict with the goal of a meritocracy.

3.2.1 Infra-Marginality

Arguments against parity-based fairness via the concept of infra-marginality are emblematic of a meritocratic-centered view on fairness in AI and elsewhere. The term was coined by [3] in the context of detecting discrimination in police practices, and was considered in the context of AI fairness by [13] and implemented in a statistical modeling approach by [48]. This view of fairness adopts a framework in which features $x$ determine idealized risk scores $r(x) = P(y = 0|x)$ which correspond to the probability that an individual has a negative class label, e.g. they will commit a crime in future (or alternatively, “qualification” or “merit” scores corresponding to the probability of a positive label $y = 1$ such as graduating from a particular university). It is assumed that risk scores encapsulate how “(un)deserving,” “(un)qualified” or “(in)capable” an individual is. Hence, estimated risk scores $s(x)$ are ideally thresholded in order to assign beneficial labels to more “qualified” individuals, or detrimental outcomes to more “risky” individuals. Classifying via a fixed risk threshold (regardless of demographic group) would correspond to some notion of equal treatment, hence avoiding disparate treatment or (it is argued) unjust disparate impact, although “justified” disparate impact (i.e. “justified” disparities in outcomes between groups) may still occur [13]. Such a classifier would implement a kind of meritocracy, since classifications are made based on solely on risk which is meant to correspond to a measure of deservedness of a particular outcome.

The term “infra-marginal” means “away from the threshold” and usually refers to averages over risk scores for a particular demographic, e.g. average outcome probabilities or error rates. According to [13] [48], the “inframarginality problem” with statistical tests for discrimination or AI bias that are computed based on per-demographic averages is that since the distribution of $x$ differs per demographic, the distribution of (idealized, ground-truth) risk scores $r(x)$ will typically also differ. Hence, differences in the quantities used to compute parity-based fairness metrics and other similar fairness metrics, which are calculated based on averages over risk scores, including ground-truth outcome probabilities $P(y|s)$, predicted outcome probabilities $P(M(x)|s)$ or error rates $P(M(x)|s, y)$, are expected to differ per group. According to [13] and [48],

“It is hard to determine whether differences in error rates are due to discrimination or to differences in the risk distributions.” [13]

---

2For presentation purposes, when quotes start mid-sentence we have modified them to capitalize the first letter.
“Even absent discrimination, the repayment rates for minority and white loan recipients might differ if the two groups have different risk distributions.” [48]

If a disparity in outcome probabilities is due to a different distribution in risk between demographics, presumed fair, legitimate, and well estimated, reducing the disparity via a fairness intervention would give an unearned advantage or disadvantage to members of different groups, making the system’s behavior less meritocratic.

3.2.2 Disparities can be Due to Confounding

Confounding variables, which are extraneous variables that impact the relationship between two variables such as protected demographic groups and outcomes, are another possible source of disparity other than discrimination. This possibility motivates the use of causal inference methods to determine unfair bias [39, 44].

Any approach that relies on associative measures of [discrimination] will be led astray due to failing to properly model sources of confounding for the relationship of the sensitive feature and the outcome. [44]

In a classic real-world case of confounding in measuring discrimination studied by [9], UC Berkeley’s graduate admissions process admitted men at a higher rate than women in the Fall 1973 quarter. On closer examination, it was found that more than half of the departments admitted women at a higher rate than men. This apparent paradox, an instance of a phenomenon called Simpson’s paradox, is explained by the fact that women were more likely to apply to more selective departments. In this case, the choice of department to apply to is the confounding variable. Since the disparity in admissions was caused by confounding rather than discriminatory bias, a parity-based fairness intervention might introduce a new bias that makes the procedure less meritocratic than the status quo due to giving an unmerited advantage to one demographic.

3.3 Parity does not Prevent Certain Harms or Abuses, or Provide Certain Benefits

There are many possible desiderata for fairness, such as preventing certain conceivable harms or conferring certain benefits, which parity-based fairness does not accomplish. Naturally, this is also true of any other possible fairness metric. Here we give several of the most well-known examples.

3.3.1 Subset Targeting, a.k.a. Fairness Gerrymandering

Parity-based fairness metrics only protect parity for the groups that are defined, and not subgroups within them. Subgroup targeting, also known as fairness gerrymandering, occurs when subgroups of a protected group are treated in an unfair way while preserving parity for the top-level groups [21, 35].

Imagine a setting with two binary features, corresponding to race (say black and white) and gender (say male and female), both of which are distributed independently and uniformly at random in a population. Consider a classifier that labels an example positive if and only if it corresponds to a black man, or a white woman. Then the classifier will appear to be equitable when one considers either protected attribute alone, in the sense that it labels both men and women as positive 50% of the time, and labels both black and white individuals as positive 50% of the time. But if one looks at any conjunction of the two attributes (such as black women), then it is apparent that the classifier maximally violates the statistical parity fairness constraint. [35]
3.3.2 Tokenism and the Self-Fulfilling Prophecy

Parity-based fairness leaves a lot of leeway on the nature of the chosen solution, which could potentially be abused by a malicious actor. The potential for deliberate harm is even greater when one considers the broader socio-technical setting in which the AI system resides. For example, it is easy to construct scenarios in which parity is satisfied by a classifier that behaves in a highly unmeritocratic way:

“The notion permits that we accept the qualified applicants in one demographic, but random individuals in another, so long as the percentages of acceptance match. This behavior can arise naturally, when there is little or no training data available for one of the demographics.” [28]

This scenario is essentially tokenism, the selection of unqualified members of under-represented groups as lip-service to diversity and inclusion, which creates its own problems [54], such as the following:

“Because demographic parity leads to affirmative action, it leads to recurrent criticism. Such criticism can contribute to undermining the reputation of the minority group in the long term.” [40]

[21] identify a related and even more harmful potential abuse which they call the self-fulfilling prophecy.

“This is when unqualified members of [protected group] S are chosen, in order to justify future discrimination against S (building a case that there is no point in “wasting” resources on S). Although senseless, this is an example of something pernicious that is not ruled out by statistical parity, showing the weakness of this notion.” [21]

3.3.3 Parity could Disenfranchise Higher Performing Marginalized Communities, or Otherwise Increase Negative Outcomes

[38] satirically consider a hypothetical situation in which an AI algorithm determines which individuals are assigned a negative outcome, in this case selecting older adults to be “mulched” into an edible slurry to be consumed by the rest of the population. In their thought experiment, the AI disproportionately assigns white cisgender men as unworthy individuals who should be “mulched.” After a fairness intervention, the algorithm increases the mulching probability for women, transgender, and non-binary people, thus making the situation worse for vulnerable populations in order to achieve parity. This example shows how parity-based interventions could theoretically have the opposite of the desired effect regarding uplifting marginalized communities. [38]’s broader point is that the fairness, accountability, and transparency (FAT) framework is not always sufficient, and that there are cases when the prospect of using fairness interventions might cause us to overlook the question of whether the AI system should be created at all.

3.3.4 Association with Affirmative Action; Some Disadvantaged Groups Left Behind

When used to mitigate societal bias, parity-based fairness interventions correspond to a type of affirmative action [40]. In the United States, affirmative action policies have received a backlash from the political right and from groups who have felt left behind by these policies. [20] explains these views in terms of President Johnson’s shackled runner metaphor [34] which we discussed in Section 2.2.1:

If the runner forty yards back is allowed to make up the difference, which seems only fair; what about runners who faced unfair but less imposing burdens and are, say, only ten or twenty yards back? Does fairness not demand that they, too, be moved up? The latter group included the sons and daughters of the white working class [. . . ]. If society was so concerned about making the race fair, such whites asked, why was it not making life more fair for them, too?
Critics of affirmative action are likely to view parity-based fairness with skepticism. Framing this concern as a technical one, parity-based fairness definitions usually aim to reduce the disparity between the most advantaged and most disadvantaged groups, and so they may not provide a benefit to (or even could potentially harm) the groups which are disadvantaged, but are not the most disadvantaged group.

3.3.5 Parity Does not Provide Individual-Level Guarantees

Parity-based fairness does not provide any strong guarantees about what happens to any particular individual, since other individuals could be assigned to the favorable class in order to achieve parity without them.

*Statistical definitions of fairness provide only very weak promises to individuals, and so do not have very strong semantics. [...] The meaning of this guarantee to an individual is limited, because the word rate refers to an average over the population.* [35]

3.4 Summary

By enforcing parity-based fairness, we are potentially altering the behavior of the algorithm to be different to the label distribution in the training set. This can reduce the accuracy of the predictions, and if the disparities exist due to legitimate reasons (e.g. infra-marginality, confounding) it could make the predictions less meritocratic. It does not guarantee the prevention of certain abuses such as the possibilities of gerrymandering the labels within a group or selecting unqualified individuals from marginalized groups in order to justify future prejudice, and it does not provide the benefits specific to other fairness approaches such as individual-level guarantees.

4 Response and Discussion

In this paper we are considering the question of whether parity-based fairness is reasonable and useful in at least some important contexts, and if so, when it should be used. We have seen in Section 2 that parity-based fairness has a number of benefits in contexts where equality is considered desirable, as it can mitigate disparities that arise from unfair processes and it has practical value in an organizational context for increasing diversity and reducing legal liability. Supposing we accept these arguments, then we can conclude that parity-based fairness is potentially useful in the contexts where parity is desirable. Considering that parity-based fairness has several limitations and downsides as discussed in Section 3 some of them potentially serious, we still must consider whether it is reasonable. Is it “fundamentally flawed,” as per Hardt [27], or are the downsides manageable and do the pros outweigh the cons to make it worthwhile, at least in some applications? To investigate this we will discuss possible counter-arguments and mitigation strategies for each of the different types of criticism. We will also discuss who has the burden of proof on whether the concerns hold in a particular application. We will then present our findings from the discussion.

4.1 Responses to Criticisms of Parity-Based Fairness

We consider the different types of criticisms for parity-based fairness in turn.

4.1.1 Response: Parity Potentially Harms Accuracy Metrics/Utility

It is true that enforcing perfect, or near-perfect parity will typically harm accuracy, perhaps substantially. This is actually by design. Generally speaking, when imposing a strict parity requirement, the implicit assumption is that the disparity is due primarily to unfair processes, including bias in society or in the data collection or data annotation processes. In other words, we assume that the dataset encodes unfair patterns. The unfairness may for example manifest in the class labels, the features, or in the representativeness of the included instances. A
perfectly accurate classifier, in its imitation of the classifications in the dataset, would perpetuate the unfairness, which is not what we want.

In cases where we are not willing to pay a steep price on accuracy, a strict parity requirement is not appropriate. On the other hand, if we impose a softer constraint or penalty on disparity we can still achieve a sensible balance between parity-based fairness and accuracy, and in many cases we can substantially improve parity with little cost in accuracy. Another relatively conservative approach is to set the “target” level of parity-based fairness to be as good as the fairness in the training data, but not necessarily better [25]. This prevents “bias amplification” due to overfitting [59], but does not aim to correct inequality in the training data, hence it is not expected to harm performance.

In the authors’ own work, we typically apply the following strategy for selecting fairness and performance trade-off hyper-parameters, both with parity-based fairness and other metrics [25]. First, we calculate the accuracy (or other performance metric) of the model on the validation set without a fairness intervention. We then use a grid search to tune the fairness intervention’s hyper-parameters (such as the weight of the fairness penalty), such that the fairness metric is as good as possible but the validation accuracy is restricted to be within n% (say 95%) of the original classifier’s performance. Thus, we obtain as much fairness improvement as possible, with a limited reduction in accuracy of which we are in complete control. Using this strategy, we have even seen cases where the fair model’s test-set accuracy is slightly improved over the typical model, due to the regularization effect of fairness which led to a reduction in overfitting [37].

4.1.2 Response: Parity Does not Ensure a Meritocracy

While parity-based fairness does not explicitly aim to ensure meritocratic ideals, it aims to mitigate disparities which are assumed to be unfair. If this assumption is correct, the resulting classifier will be more meritocratic than it was without the fairness intervention, as unfair advantages and disadvantages will have been accounted for, and the playing field leveled (cf. President Johnson’s running race metaphor). If the assumption is incorrect, the resulting classifier will be less meritocratic, since it will introduce its own bias on the predictions. Whether disparities are fair or unfair is often very difficult to assess, since systemic oppression occurs in myriad subtle ways that are typically not directly recorded. In scenarios where the extent and impact of systemic oppression is unknown, our individual beliefs on its role are heavily associated with political ideology. The political left tends to view disparities as being due to unfair processes, cf. intersectional feminism [16], while the political right tends to view society as already being a fair, level playing field which admits legitimate disparities [20].

As an example of the latter case, consider the infra-marginality criticism of parity-based fairness [13, 48]. This criticism implicitly assumes that (1) idealized ground-truth risk scores \( r(x) = P(y = 0|x) \) encapsulate individuals’ “deservedness” of an outcome, since it assumes that consistently thresholding these scores corresponds to a fair algorithm or policy. The criticism also assumes that (2) risk distributions differ between protected groups for legitimate reasons. Given these assumptions, it is logical to infer that outcome probabilities per protected group \( P(y|s) \) can and should differ from other groups \( s' \), as this straightforwardly follows from the sum rule of probability:

\[
P(y = 0|s) = \int P(y = 0, x|s)dx = \int P(y = 0|x, s)P(x|s)dx = \int P(y = 0|x)P(x|s)dx
\]

\[
= \int r(x)P(x|s)dx \neq \int r(x)P(x|s')dx , \tag{4}
\]

where we have assumed that outcomes are conditionally independent of the protected attribute given the features \( x \). Both assumptions (1) and (2) are up for debate. Intersectionality theory provides critiques for each of them [16, 11]. Regarding (1), unfair societal bias can disadvantage individuals which may affect their chances of success (i.e. their risk \( r(x) \)); see Section 2.2.1 and the quotes within it for examples. Furthermore, the class \( y \) must be a good proxy for deservedness, as [13] admit, and it must be free of annotation bias. Regarding
Figure 1: Implicit causal assumptions (a,b) and values-driven ideal world scenarios (c,d) for infra-marginality based [13, 48] and intersectionality-based [16, 11] perspectives on fairness [25]. Here, A denotes protected attributes, X observed attributes, Y outcomes, N individuals, p number of protected attributes. Red arrows denote potentially unfair causal pathways, which are removed to obtain the ideal world scenarios (c,d). The above summarizes broad strands of research; individual works may differ. Note that in the intersectionality ideal world, protected attributes are d-separated from outcomes, which would imply that parity should occur, while this is not the case in the infra-marginality based ideal world which is willing to accept disparity.

Intersectionality theory would suggest that systems of oppression such as systemic sexism and racism can impact the distribution of risk itself. E.g., if individuals from one demographic are more frequently unfairly incarcerated [1], and repeated incarceration increases the risk function $r(x)$, then the difference in $r(x)$ has occurred due to an unfair process. We summarize these differences in assumptions, and ideal-world fairness scenarios, using causal Bayesian network diagrams in Figure 1. The key point of the figure is that unlike fairness notions which are predicated on the concept of infra-marginality, intersectionality-based perspectives on fairness posit unfair systems of oppression which lead to advantages and disadvantages per (intersectional) group, which can potentially impact the entire system.

Also note that the inframarginality criticism is only relevant in scenarios where risk scores (or merit / qualifications) are used to assign favorable or unfavorable outcomes. It does not pertain to other scenarios like recommendation, e.g. AI-based career counseling, where the class labels are not intrinsically better or worse than each other but we would still like to achieve parity [58, 32]. Lastly, race is a social construct and is not a well-defined biological property [53]. Similarly, gender (as opposed to biological sex) is also a social construct [55]. Although racial and gender groups have diverse sets of lived experiences, there is little scientific evidence that there are legitimate biological differences in the ability levels of these groups [53, 22]. Insinuations of such differences without clear supporting evidence can potentially veer into the realms of prejudice or scientific racism.

Regarding disparities due to confounders, as in the UC Berkeley graduate admissions case [9], this is a legitimate concern. If known confounders exist, fairness methods which account for them should be used instead
of simple parity-based methods, e.g. [39] [44] [43]. Without complex causal modeling, a simple parity-based approach is to calculate parity-based fairness metrics conditioned on the confounder, as in the differential fairness with confounders (ϵ-DFC) metric proposed by the authors [25]. If confounders are unknown, it is difficult to prevent their impact on fairness measures, even ones based on causality, which typically require a causal model to be defined by the analyst. In this case, we will argue below that the burden of proof for latent confounders may not lie with the organization which is developing the AI system in question. Yet, if researchers can identify confounders that impact parity post-deployment, they would be right to ask for the parity-based intervention to be modified or overturned. Note also that systemic bias is itself a confounding variable (cf. Figure 1(b)). If a causal model does not account for it in assessing fair outcomes, its inferences will not be fair or correct, either.

4.1.3 Response: Parity does not Prevent Certain Harms or Abuses, or Provide Certain Benefits

Recall that subset targeting, or fairness gerrymandering, is the issue that parity-based fairness methods do not protect against deliberate (or accidental) bias toward subgroups of the protected groups [21] [35]. For example, if we enforce parity for gender and race, groups at the intersection of gender and race such as Black women are not necessarily protected, which is concerning from the perspective of intersectionality [16]. This problem can be mitigated by simply defining more fine-grained protected groups, e.g. designating Black women as protected. Sophisticated parity-based fairness metrics have been proposed which automatically enforce parity for groups at the intersection of the protected attributes, including differential fairness (DF) [25] and statistical parity (SP) subgroup fairness [35].

Critics of the relationship between parity-based fairness and politically left-wing approaches such as affirmative action, particularly those who are concerned that they will be left behind by these ideas, are recommended to read the book “Feminism is for Everybody” [31]. The authors studied the related concern that some disadvantaged groups might be harmed by the fairness intervention [25]. When enforcing our parity-based differential fairness metric, which protects intersecting subgroups of protected groups, we found empirically that per-group fairness metrics were improved for almost every subgroup under consideration.

Some of the other concerns we considered were that parity-based fairness could be achieved by badly behaved classifiers, such as those that deliberately select unqualified individuals to achieve parity, or by increasing negative outcomes. One response to these types of concerns can be summarized by an old joke:

“The patient says, ‘Doctor, it hurts when I do this.’
The doctor says, ‘Then don’t do that!’” – Henny Youngman, comedian

In other words, if these models are considered harmful, we can choose not to create them. It is not reasonable to expect a single fairness definition to detect and prevent all possible bad behavior. On the other hand, a healthy process for constructing fair AI should involve an engaged data scientist, plus ideally representatives of stakeholders, who should verify whether the behavior of the model is acceptable or pathological, beyond simply looking at chosen fairness metrics. Once detected by an analyst, additional problems can be prevented by adding further penalties and constraints to the AI model, in addition to enforcing the parity-based metric. Note that the self-fulfilling prophecy issue (using the consequences of deliberate non-meritocratic parity to justify prejudice) was raised by privacy and security researchers [21], whose field has a natural skepticism on human behavior. While the skepticism may sometimes hold true, we anticipate that the vast majority fairness interventions will be made in good faith.

Regarding benefits that parity-based fairness metrics do not achieve, such as individual guarantees, these are good reasons to consider using an alternative fairness metric. They are not, however, reasons to dismiss parity-based fairness metrics out-of-hand as a useful tool for combating bias and fairness issues. For individual guarantees specifically, we would like to point out that parity-based fairness does confer a useful probabilistic
benefit to the individual: given their protected group, the prior probability of receiving a favorable outcome (before observing any attributes) will be similar to that of an individual from another group. In the parity-based differential fairness metric [25], this translates to a privacy guarantee for individuals: if an adversary sees your outcome $M(x)$, they will not be able to learn much about your protected attribute $s$.

4.2 Who has the Burden of Proof on Determining Whether Disparities are Legitimate?

As we have discussed in Section 4.1.2, whether parity-based fairness interventions improve or degrade the extent to which the classifier is meritocratic hinges on whether disparities in the data, which are replicated by the algorithm, are primarily due to unfair bias (from systemic bias, biased data annotation, etc), or are due to legitimate reasons (infra-marginality, confounders, etc). Since bias is a complicated issue, it is rarely easy to answer this question. When an organization decides whether or not to implement a parity-based fairness intervention, do they have the burden of proof on showing whether disparities are unfair? In the absence of solid evidence, which assumption should be the default?

From a legal perspective, in the context of employment decisions in the United States protected by Title VII, if a plaintiff can demonstrate disparate impact (i.e. disparities in outcomes determined by a policy or algorithm), the burden of proof falls on the organization to demonstrate that the disparate impact is justified. In other words, the organization must justify disparity due to its actions, but it need not justify parity due to its actions. Thus, from a legal perspective, if the cause of the disparity is unknown it may be safest to assume that the disparity is unfair and apply a parity-based fairness intervention.

We may arrive at a similar conclusion from an ethical perspective. If we incorrectly assume that a disparity is unjust and wrongly remove it, the harm falls on advantaged groups, and diversity/equity (a property which generally has intrinsic value) would be improved. If we incorrectly assume that a disparity is just and wrongly choose not to address it, the harm falls on disadvantaged groups, and diversity/equity would not be improved. The advantaged groups typically have more resources than the disadvantaged groups and are in a better position to shoulder the burden, so the overall impact is less if those groups are harmed. If we make a wrong choice, meritocracy is harmed either way to the same degree (the size of the intervention). Therefore, supposing there is a 50/50 or greater chance that the disparity is unjust, the least amount of expected harm occurs if we choose to perform a parity-based fairness intervention. All other things being equal, in a situation where we have good reason to suspect that a disparity of outcomes is unjust —such as scientific studies showing discrimination in similar settings— and we have no reason to suspect that the disparity of outcomes is legitimate —e.g. one demographic is legitimately more qualified than another or there are known confounders—, performing a parity-based fairness intervention may be a better choice than doing nothing at all, supposing that we do so in a manner that does not substantially harm system performance. Of course, if there is another fairness intervention that is more appropriate in our particular context, we should consider performing that intervention instead.

4.3 Summary of our Findings

Based on the analysis in this paper, we have yet to see a compelling argument that parity-based fairness metrics are invalid in all contexts. We do not agree with [27] that parity-based fairness metrics are “fundamentally flawed.” Parity-based fairness advances the intrinsically valuable ideal of equality, can rectify societal bias, can prevent bias from unfair class labels, and has economic and legal benefits in some contexts. We have also seen that parity-based fairness is not always ideal, and there are a number of useful arguments regarding the limitations of parity-based fairness in some contexts and under some value systems. The existence of limitations does not however completely preclude its use. Some of these limitations can be partially mitigated within a parity-based approach, while in other cases may be best addressed by the use of alternative fairness metrics such

---

4 The authors of this paper are not legal experts and the statements in this paper should not be construed as legal advice.
as equalized odds, individual fairness, or causal fairness definitions. These alternative fairness metrics have their own limitations, and none can conclusively be argued to be superior to parity-based fairness in all contexts.

5 Guidelines and Recommendations

Informed by the above discussion we now provide a set of guidelines and recommendations to the community regarding parity-based fairness metrics.

5.1 Guidelines on Using Parity-Based Fairness Interventions

The technique of penalizing or constraining a machine learning algorithm to enforce a parity-based fairness metric is useful in many contexts, but it must be used with care. Due to its various limitations, it is not appropriate in all contexts. We must carefully consider the relevant properties of the AI task at hand and its broader socio-technical context before determining whether to proceed. We propose the following set of guidelines to be used as a “pre-flight checklist” on whether and how to use a parity-based fairness intervention. This list is only a guideline, not a prescription, and it is almost certainly not complete. It is important to further consider the nuances of the particular application. Several of these guidelines apply more broadly to all of fair AI.

1. When developing an AI fairness intervention, including the choice of fairness metric to uphold in a fair learning algorithm, it is important to consider contextual factors such as who is harmed, what is the nature of the harm, how does it relate to historical injustices, and stakeholder involvement in the design of the fair AI system, particularly stakeholders who are underrepresented within the organization [15].

2. Before using any fairness intervention or deploying a fairness-sensitive system without one, practitioners should make a best-effort attempt to understand whether disparities of class labels in the data are substantially due to unfair reasons or to legitimate reasons. If this cannot be determined from available data, scientific studies on related settings may suggest whether unfair bias is likely in the current context.

3. If the disparity is due to legitimate reasons, e.g. there are known legitimate differences in ability between groups (infra-marginality), parity-based fairness metrics are not appropriate. Consider using threshold tests instead.

4. If there are known confounders, parity-based fairness metrics are not appropriate. Parity-based metrics which account for confounders such as $\epsilon$-DFC, or causal methods, should be used instead.

5. If strong individual-level guarantees are essential for the application, individual fairness should be used instead. Similarly, if there are other essential fairness properties that are only ensured by a different definition, that definition should be used instead.

6. If harm by the system is due to making prediction errors rather than from not receiving a favorable outcome, equalized odds or equality of opportunity are more appropriate fairness definitions.

7. If it is suspected that disparities of class labels are substantially unfair (e.g. due to societal bias or annotation bias), disparities cause a harm of representation, or equality is important for the application regardless of unfairness in the data, parity-based fairness metrics are a good candidate to be used.

8. If there is uncertainty over whether disparities of class labels are unfair, but there is reasonable suspicion that this is the case and there is no evidence of infra-marginality or confounding, it may be better to perform a parity-based fairness intervention than to make no fairness intervention. Wrongly making a parity-based fairness intervention may be less harmful than wrongly failing to make a parity-based fairness intervention.
This assumes that the intervention is done such that little reduction in accuracy occurs, and that there is not
another more appropriate fairness intervention for this context.

9. If it is important to maintain a high level of classification accuracy for this application, choose appropriate
fairness hyper-parameter settings to achieve this. We generally recommend using a grid search on a
validation set to select fairness hyper-parameters, such that fairness is the best achievable under the
constraint that accuracy decrease (or another performance metric) is within (say) 95% of the performance
of the typical model (accuracy \( \times 0.95 \)).

10. If no loss in accuracy at all is acceptable, consider setting a threshold on the fairness penalty such that only
an increase in disparity over the existing disparity in the data is penalized. This strategy only prevents “bias
amplification” due to the algorithm’s behavior, e.g. from overfitting.

11. If we have strong evidence that most of the disparity is due to unfair reasons, a strict parity-based fairness
constraint may be appropriate, even at a substantial cost to accuracy, since an accurate classifier cannot be
a fair one in that case.

12. After deployment, it is important to continue to monitor the fairness of the system and to continue to learn
about the nature of the unfairness in the data and the system, and adapt the intervention accordingly. For
example, if external researchers or activists identify a flaw in the fairness of the system, corresponding
adjustments should be made.

5.2 Recommendations to the Community

After considering the many arguments on both sides of the issue, we conclude that parity-based fairness metrics
remain a valid and desirable notion of fair AI behavior in many contexts. We therefore call upon community
members to cease the practice of dismissing fundamental methods-oriented AI fairness research on parity-
based fairness metrics out-of-hand, due to perceived limitations of the approach. This is particularly important
during peer review. It is however appropriate to critique applied AI fairness research regarding the limitations
of any chosen fairness metric (parity-based or otherwise) relative to alternatives in the context of a particular
application, as long as political impartiality is maintained as much as possible. For example, debate and critiques
regarding the appropriate metrics to evaluate the fairness of the COMPAS criminal recidivism predictor [2] are
valuable and would have been appropriate in peer review of a paper describing the COMPAS system. We
request that peer reviewers endeavor to prevent their own political views and value systems from impacting their
assessment of AI fairness research.

We further suggest that the debate around parity-based fairness should remain civil in highly public settings
such as in audience questions after conference talks and on social media. In those contexts there are often
impassioned, sometimes even angrily stated objections to parity-based fairness, as the authors of this paper have
witnessed first-hand. The presently ongoing debate around the firing of Timnit Gebru by Google is emblematic of
the high tensions in this area. While debate around these issues must continue and we do not intend to stifle it,
unjustified vitriolic attacks on parity-based fairness research can have a chilling effect on a much-needed area of
study, and they do nothing to advance the discussion.

6 Conclusions

Despite their widespread use, parity-based AI fairness metrics have been somewhat controversial in some circles
due to various limitations that have been put forward in the literature. We discussed the pros and cons of these
metrics when used as a penalty or constraint to enforce AI fairness in a machine learning system. In many
contexts, parity-based fairness confers useful benefits such as mitigating unfair disparities, improving diversity,
and reducing legal liability. Although many important concerns have been raised such as potentially reducing prediction accuracy or unfair impacts when they are used to remove legitimate disparities, mitigation strategies exist, and none of the concerns would preclude the use of the methodology in all contexts. We conclude that although parity-based fairness metrics are not a panacea, and there are situations where they are not appropriate or other fairness metrics would be preferable, they remain useful tools in the AI fairness practitioner’s toolkit.
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Abstract

Machine learning practitioners are often ambivalent about the ethical aspects of their products. We believe anything that gets us from that current state to one in which our systems are achieving some degree of fairness is an improvement that should be welcomed. This is true even when that progress does not get us 100% of the way to the goal of "complete" fairness or perfect alignment with our personal belief on which measure of fairness is used. Systems being built with some measure of fairness implemented would still put us in a better position than the status quo by increasing the number of systems caring about the problem enough to invest effort toward its remediation. Impediments to getting fairness and ethical concerns applied in real applications, whether they are abstruse philosophical debates or technical overhead such as the introduction of ever more hyper-parameters, should be avoided. In this paper we further elaborate on our argument for this viewpoint and its importance.

1 Introduction

General questions regarding the fairness of machine learning models have increased in their frequency and study in recent years. Such questions can quickly enter philosophical domains and subjective world views [1], but are crucial as machine learning becomes integrated in the fabric of society. The attention and critical thought is well deserved as we see applications emerge which dramatically and grievously impact people’s lives and families, such as predictive policing [2] and sentencing [3, 4].

Despite this, we argue that a significant portion of the machine learning community are missing important questions regarding how to maximize the amount of fair machine learning deployed in the world. In particular, there are practical considerations for applied fairness with respect to current fairness that are being ignored. Stated simply if we want to increase fairness of real world machine learning systems, we should not delay solutions over concerns of optimal fairness when there currently exists no fairness at all.

As such we must ask: how do we maximize the number of people implementing/deploying fair/ethical machine learning solutions? We posit that the answer to such a question is to minimize the amount of mental and computational work that must be done to gain fairness. This applies to any practitioner with varying degrees of education or training in ethics and machine learning. If the incremental cost to deployment is too significant, we argue the concern of fairness will often be dropped in the name of expediency and financial cost. To be explicit: we do not think that fairness considerations ought to be dropped if their implementation is perceived as being onerous, but that unfortunately they are dropped as a "practical matter."
Under this general belief, we have identified three areas where we feel the community could increase social good by instead tempering its emphasis on some optimal notion of fairness. These three areas relate to the debate around what ideal of fairness should be used (mental cost), over-reliance on trolley car hypotheticals (mental cost), and the nature of the algorithms people are developing (computational cost). (While there is ongoing debate about whether AI solutions are appropriate at all for some high-impact fields such as criminal justice, it seems indisputable that there exist some domains in which (i) AI will be used and (ii) AI should be made as fair as possible. It is these domains we are discussing in this paper. Furthermore, in this paper we are concerning ourselves with fairness interventions via technical means only. We are aware that many ethical considerations in AI may be affected by social means such as altering the cultural landscape the AI system operates in, or involving stakeholders with different experiences and viewpoints. We consider these issues outside our this paper’s scope and our expertise.)

In section 2 we will argue for changing how we discuss and interact with parties about fairness & ethics concerns. Because of the nature of answering "what is fair" is fraught with complexity that can lead to heated debate, we believe better outcomes can be achieved sooner by avoiding characterizing alternative approaches as "wrong" but instead as opportunities for discussion. In section 3 we will discuss the nature of the importance endowed to the equation of ethics. It is undeniably important, but can obscure practical considerations of what can actually be achieved. We will highlight some of the debate around self-driving cars as an example where unconstrained concerns have potentially moved past what could ever exist. To ensure that such valid concerns are addressed we must remember to design with respect to what a system could reasonably do. In section 4 we will discuss the need to perform more research on making the questions and mitigations to fairness, bias, and ethics issues more accessible to implementers and decision makers. The research to date has largely focused on technical aspects, and will not have a practical impact until we bridge the gap to those who are in a position to impact change in their organizations. Finally we will conclude in section 5.

2 The Unfair Criticism for the Wrong Fairness

One of the largest impediments stopping the adoption of fairness by non-expert practitioners is answering "what is fairness?" There is a rich history of philosophical debate around this very question from which we can build upon as a community [1]. At the same time, a philosophical conclusion has not been reached after hundreds of years — so we arguably should not expect there to be one universal definition that the machine learning community will ever rally around. If people can not agree on a single definition of "fair" when defining it with natural language, why would we expect a single definition to be found when we move into the more rigorous, less ambiguous language of mathematics and algorithms? Throughout this paper ourselves we will talk about "fairness" and "social good" as if they are quantities that can be objectively improved, but they are not. They exist as intricate social constructs that vary from each person based on life experiences, exposure, history, and belief systems. For the sake of brevity in exposition, we use this oversimplifying verbiage precisely because their discussion is too complex to do justice in the constraints of this page.

The complex nature of specifying a robust definition is part of what makes fairness a moving target: the definition of "fair" changes over time as societal views change and new issues are surfaced, unlike technical definitions we are used to working with[1] Ordinary Least Squares has always been and will always be the "optimal" linear unbiased estimator[2] No future social views will change the optimality of the OLS algorithm. In contrast, a racially-dependent algorithm for mortgage underwriting which we view as being patently unfair would have not only been widely considered fair in prior years, but potentially mandatory [5]. As a result of the

---

1The royal "we" of persons trained in STEM oriented programs that did not necessarily prepare them to ask or answer moralistic, social, or philosophical questions.

2Subject to the usual conditions of homoscedastic, non-autocorrelated errors, and using "unbiased" in the mathematical as opposed to the ethical sense.
mutability of our notions of fairness, there may in fact be no one, final, universal definition of "fair" to be found. Even if all current parties agreed to adopt a particular definition, that would not guarantee any longevity to that consensus. As such, we must address how we as a community interact when confronting disagreements on these important issues.

Just as there are many differing notions of fairness in our society at large, many differing definitions and metrics for fairness and discrimination in predictive machine learning have been developed [6][7][8]. Unfortunately, these definitions have shown to be at some level incompatible with each other, making it impossible to maximize fairness as measured along one of these dimensions without sacrificing fairness measured according to another [8]. These incompatibilities have been evinced primarily in regards to binary prediction problems in Machine Learning; seeking to reconcile nascent definitions in sub-areas like recommender systems [9][10], regression [11][12], and clustering [13] or those that may have been defined in neighboring fields like economics [14] will only introduce further contradictions.

Given these competing definitions of fairness, it is important that we as a community avoid being overly critical on what specific definition of fairness is selected for an individual project or system. For those applications where no measures of fairness are currently considered, we should even go further and applaud and encourage the selection of any reasonable and beneficial fairness criteria, even if it is not the one we would have personally preferred.

Selecting any fairness criteria is not necessarily satisficing, but we argue it is an improvement from the status quo by developing buy-in to the need for fairness, ethics, and bias to be considered. The implementers of the system, by selecting any measure, are now invested in the fairness of their product and thus may become more open to improving the fairness as a type of feature. Even if another measure is superior in some context, having a less-ideal metric implemented opens the door for revisiting and adjusting the fairness portion of the system at another point in time.

Encouraging this could prove to be an advantageous path of least resistance. Not only does it allow for a transitional nature, but can yield positive network effects within larger organizations. For example, Team A gets to add a monthly update report that fairness was added as a feature, which could get other managers or engineers thinking about fairness for their project. This may not happen if members of the team fear being censured for choosing the “wrong” metric of fairness, or for implementing a system which increases fairness without completely maximizing it on some measure.

In addition, a machine learning system of suboptimal fairness may still be more fair than the non-quantitative, human system it augments or replaces. In fairness, as in other aspects of assessing engineering systems, designers should be encouraged to always ask "compared to what?" — i.e. not "is this system fair with respect to an ideal?" but "is this system fair compared to the system it supplants?" An only-partially fair quantitative system may be preferred because it can be measured, logged and inspected in a way that no human-driven, qualitative decision making can be [15][16]. This greater legibility can lead to greater transparency.

An important component of this success is respectful discourse between groups on disagreements about what is or is not fair, and openness about how one is measuring fairness in a given system. If these do not exist, disagreements may devolve to stronger accusations and acrimony. Our concern in this is not to dismiss the valid and important concerns in underrepresented or impacted populations, but a practical matter on the nature of achieving desired outcomes that require convincing others of a new viewpoint. By the very nature of having multiple choices to select from (i.e., criteria for fairness and potential interventions) without full understanding, people can become more invested in the option they have chosen simply by making the choice [17]. If the party with sub-optimal fairness has a sincere belief that their current course of action is correct, it is possible that accusatory attempts to alter their opinions will have the opposite effect [18][19]. Instead, engaging in the
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1This is essentially Ousterhout’s Dictum that “the best performance improvement is the transition from the nonworking state to the working state,” but applied to fairness: better to have some fairness mechanisms implemented, affording the opportunity for future iteration and improvement, than to have implemented no fairness mechanism at all.
conversation in a nature that reaffirms the value of what has been done (even if we disagree), can be a more effective method to changing beliefs [20].

Johndrow and Lum [21] highlighted an example of this with the maligned COMPAS system for predicting criminal recidivism. Angwin et al. [22] from ProPublica published an article about bias in the COMPAS system. In response, the company which developed COMPAS, Northpointe, released a report showing the metrics by which their system was fair [23]. (These were, perhaps predictably, not the metrics Angwin et al. used to evaluate COMPAS, nor were they compatible with them.) Clearly the issue under consideration is of critical importance, to a degree such that the debate about what the best measure of fairness is and how to make the system more fair as a whole should be mandatory and continuous. But the nature of how this debate has unfolded in this particular instance has lead to considerable negative publicity when it appears that Nortpointe made an earnest good faith effort to address the issue before it became newsworthy. The issue appears be not a manichaean struggle of fair-vs-unfair, but which of two competing and somewhat incompatible definitions of fairness should be prioritized.

As a community we must avoid exchanges like COMPAS to avoid scaring off future leaders and decision makers from the issue of fairness (and machine learning more broadly). Put simply, COMPAS sets a precedent for social risk via negative publicity even when attempting to imbue machine learning systems with fairness. Even if one were to go well beyond what Northpointe did, there is still a risk of censure from critiques simply because they may adopt a different definition of fairness. This risk may prevent adoption, and thus lower the total fairness within the world.

If we instead accept that there is no single supreme definition of fairness, the situation can be improved. When we accept that others may not have considered certain factors in selecting their fairness measure, or may have reached their conclusion under different but equally valid philosophical beliefs, the conversation about fairness can be lifted to a more civil and less accusatory tone. In doing so the social risk can be transformed into social reward, as feedback will no longer be perceived as an attack that must be defended — but as genuine interest from the larger community. In this way we can make the matter of fairness more accessible, and increase the success rate of intervention when an insufficient consideration or effort to address a fairness concern is present.

3 Should Autonomous Vehicles Brake for the Trolley Car?

The trolley car problem [24, 25] has been the subject of much debate recently, coinciding with the increased interest in both fairness and autonomous vehicles. While many variants exist, the general trolley car problem is as follows: if a vehicle continues on it’s current path, it will kill five people in its way; if some action is taken it can instead strike and kill only a single person. The specifics of the dilemma change (if the vehicle continues driving it will hit a child; if it swerves it will kill its passenger; etc.), but at its core it is a contrived situation with a pair of differing, but both negative, outcomes.

With self-driving cars on the precipice of deployment, the trolley car problem makes intuitive sense for study. Hardware failures, sudden changes in environment (like an earthquake), or actions of bystanders & non-autonomous vehicles are all factors outside of a self-driving agent’s control that could lead to a potentially fatal situation. All of this is made more pertinent due to the first, unfortunate, death at the hand of an autonomous vehicle [26].

Even before this sad death, many have been debating the trolley car problem and arguing that a solution is needed for deployment [27, 28, 29, 30]. This circles back to the problems we discussed in Section 2: what measure of ethical behavior we should be using to decide who lives and who dies in the myriad of possible trolley car scenarios? Surveys reveal that people prefer that cars be willing to sacrifice the driver, but simultaneously would not personally want to own such a car [31]. That this would create a dichotomy is understandable, but it makes reaching a consensus on what should be done difficult. Further studies have looked at presenting varied
trolley car scenarios and simply asking people which way the car should swerve, and then attempting to quantify the resulting empirical ethos \[32\].

Despite all of these questions of research and debate, we do not see it asked: do drivers today consider the trolley car problem when they are about to enter an accident? We argue that no such consideration exists today or even could with human drivers. The small amount of time to react in any such scenario likely means people are simply relying on gut reactions and are not performing any meaningful, ethical consideration of who will and will not survive an accident. Nor do we prepare people to make these sorts of decisions: no ethical training or testing is undertaken before issuing people with drivers’ licenses.

If people are not considering this problem today, why should we require self driving cars to do the same? It results in a moving of goal posts, requiring cars to reach super-human abilities before we let them take over a task.\[4\] If self driving cars can reduce the number of fatalities by 90% \[33\], then we reduce the incident rate of trolley car situations by 90%. In this way we are in a sense solving the trolley car problem exogenously by reducing its frequency, as the best possible scenario is the one where the trolley car problem never occurs. We argue this increases social good without having to solve such a difficult problem, and that delaying deployment until a satisfactory solution is obtained may in-fact needlessly delay improved safety for everyone.

We take a moment to emphasize that we are not arguing self driving cars should be deployed as soon as possible. Considerable and thorough safety and validation testing should be mandatory before public deployment; we cannot afford to cut corners. We are arguing that certain fairness considerations that are being debated, such as the trolley car problem, have been imbued with an importance beyond the reality of their application.

Along these lines, we need to further consider what situations will lead to trolley car problems. It seems likely that one of the most common culprits is mechanical failures: brakes stop working effectively, steering or sensor systems malfunction, etc. In such a case, even if the car had an oracle that solved the trolley car problem, it is not obvious to us that it would be able to execute on that solution due to the aforementioned mechanical failure.

Going further, even if we did have a oracle that can solve the trolley car problem, we likely could not effectively use it. This is because the car itself will need to be predicting attributes of people involved, such as their ages, their risk of fatality, and a myriad of other factors that would be necessary inputs to the trolley car problem. But each of these predictions will have their own error rates, and some, like risk of fatality, may not even have any reliable predictive models developed. Realistically any trolley car solution would also require an understanding of risk and uncertainty about the situation itself. This is an issue we don’t see discussed, and it contributes to why we believe a trolley car solution is an unreasonable expectation.

To delay a potential life-saving innovation is itself deadly. We are engaging in a real-life meta-trolley problem: our meta-trolley is currently running on a track that allows human drivers to kill a million people a year \[34\], and could be switched to an alternate track that is likely to be far less deadly. Meanwhile we stand by, arguing about the propriety of pulling the lever to allow the meta-trolley to switch to that lower lethality track.

### 4 Fairly Complicated Fair Algorithms

We’ve discussed two situations in which the emphasis on getting fairness exactly right may lead to reduced fairness in practice. Now we discuss a matter with regard to practitioners in making fairness algorithms as usable as possible. This means reducing the number of hyper parameters, and computational and cognitive costs in adding fairness to current algorithms. We feel this issue is dreadfully under-studied.

The current focus, even within the human-computer interaction (CHI) field, has advocated for more holistic understanding of a problem and a ML algorithm’s application and context to design a more fair system \[35\]. Others have studied how users may perceive fairness criteria or their degree of understanding of different fairness
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\[4\] Some argue that AI should only have to be as ethical as the humans whose decisions they are supplanting. Other claim that since AI may have super-human abilities, it is not unreasonable that they have super-human ethical responsibilities as well. We would contend that holding AI to a higher standard than humans may be acceptable, but holding them to a standard of perfection is not.
criteria [36, 37]. These studies are valuable, but all still require expertise on by implementers of a system in order to make the decisions work by bringing them to fruition. If the implementers can’t successfully reify these ideas in practice, it does not matter how well those affected by an ML system may understand it. We need CHI research on how to ease the process of incorporating fairness and bias into a ML system for the decision makers, engineers, and researchers that will perform and supervise the work. In essence, it does not matter how successful any intervention we design is if practitioners at large are unable to wield them.

It is common for fairness mechanism to introduce multiple new hyper-parameters to an algorithm, in addition to the ones that existed before [38, 39, 40]. This can get particularly out of hand when multiple different parts of the model must be specified for any new problem [21]. Such solutions necessitate a more expensive parameter search, thus increasing the financial cost of developing deployable AI solutions. This reduces the incentive for companies to invest in the time to make fair models, and thus should be something we attempt to minimize. This has become more pronounced as Transformer based models are becoming more popular due to their reported successes [41]. Such models can cost millions to train once and can capture a large amount of harmful bias [42]. We are not criticizing the active work into mitigating these very new problems. Our goal is only to emphasize that an ideal solution should hopefully minimize the additional financial cost of training a Transformer in the first place. If a hypothetical solution was developed with a $25\times$ cost to train (e.g., due to additional parameters to tune) it would inflate a GPT-3 model’s cost to over $100$ million. This would leave the solution fiscally untenable.

Indeed, the high cost of training such state-of-the-art systems generates an ethical question in its own right, namely, will the most advanced methods be under the control of only the most financially well-endowed institutions? [43] If altering the training algorithms of such large-scale models requires the introduction of many additional hyperparameters and thereby greatly increases the training cost, we find ourselves with a similar trade-off to the one we discussed in Section 2. For example, we may be able to improve a model’s demographic parity but in a way that increases the cost of the training procedure several orders of magnitude. If in so doing we limit the model’s use to only those with the deepest pockets, we are faced with a conflict between two different ethical concerns.

While we have no expectation of a magic black box which will produce fair algorithms and require no work (human or computational), we do believe there is room for considerable simplification of the approaches being developed. Having one or zero hyper-parameters may not lead to a perfectly optimized balance between fairness and predictive performance, but it may lead to faster adoption and integration within organizations today, thus increasing fairness from our current baseline. Such simple, low-computation fairness algorithms may not lead to ideal results. However, it would still be good to have them in our collective toolbox as a community for certain situations, such as for use by those with limited computation resources.

In a similar vein, we would like to see research along automatically assessing measures of fairness to optimize for and provide human-readable reports about what the ramifications would be. As far as the authors are aware, these two notions have yet to receive study in the machine learning community. The automatic selection of a fairness metric could be done with respect to a maximum acceptable loss in accuracy (e.g., which measure can be maximally satisfied at a fixed cost?). Though the solution may not be optimal, it could prove better than the default state of no fairness consideration. To be explicit, we are not arguing that AI systems should decide how other AI systems should be ethical, but we should develop systems that help humans understand how they can modify the system and what the consequences of those modifications are.

A tool that can generate human-readable reports on the impacts of different fairness measures and provide some "map" of the potential options would also provide value. It better enables product developers and practitioners who are not experts to weigh the costs of various fairness methods and potentially integrate them, as well as the impacts of any measure selected in the aforementioned auto-fairness idea.

The goal of all of these preferences for usable fair algorithms is not to directly solve fairness by any means, but to maximize social good in the near and long term. They create a path of least resistance for novices who are
concerned about fairness so that something can be integrated immediately. This also opens the door to future exploration and improvement of fairness as its own feature, and provides, in our opinion, a viable method for integration into the maximal number of systems. If such work continues to be unstudied, we may leave businesses and developers a daunting task: a whole world of literature, competing definitions, and philosophical questions fraught with ethical and social complexities that must be understood before even being able to start. The apparent gap itself may become the biggest deterrent to adoption, and so we wish to implore the community to build these bridges.

5 Conclusions

Our current machine learning systems are becoming more powerful and being deployed more widely each day, and yet they — and their creators — are often completely oblivious to issues of fairness. There is a broad chasm between the current state of machine learning and ideally ethical systems. It is our contention that we should welcome any efforts which narrow that gap, even if they fall short of bridging it completely.

We believe that some fairness is better than no fairness. Arguments, attitudes and techniques for perfect fairness are impeding our ability to get any improvements relative to the status quo. We should not let the perfect be the enemy of the good in our ongoing quest for a more just world.

We call on people in this discussion to realize that other researchers and practitioners are trying to make the world better and more just, even if they aren’t making the exact improvement that you might prefer. We do not mean that anyone should be beyond reproach or that anyone’s concerns should go unexpressed or unheard, merely that we should try whenever feasible to make critiques constructively and civilly so that we can work together toward a more fair society.

We propose that researchers and practitioners in this field should not ask “does this meet some Platonic ideal of fairness?” but rather they should be concerned with “does this increase the amount of fairness in the world?”

6 Authors’ Note

Unlike the fields we typically publish in, this topic is one which is fraught with high emotion and potentially direct impact on people’s lives. (Indeed, the former is because of the latter.) As such, we think it may be wise to make explicit what we are not saying in this paper.

- We do not advocate an "anything goes" moral relativism when it comes to different definitions of fairness, nor do we think that all definitions are equally appropriate in all conditions just because it is impossible to pick a single universal definition.

- We are not advocating any particular definition of fairness, or suggesting that any particular definitions should be used as defaults.

- We do not think that making any attempt at introducing fairness mechanisms to an AI system is sufficient, or that anyone who does so should be beyond critique. Nor should any cursory effort at fairness entitle one to praise merely for good intent.

- Our core argument is that we should not let the perfect be the enemy of the good. To the extent that an attempted fairness-increasing mechanism fails to even be "good" then we do not wish to defend it merely on the basis of its possible pure intentions. (For example, a classifier which picked labels completely at random may achieve parity, but would be an ethical disaster, and we do not recommend its adoption.)

- As stated in the introduction, we are not considering the question of whether a particular problem domain is too sensitive for AI to be used at all. Nor are we considering ethical improvements that could be made
via changes to the surrounding culture, such as increasing the diversity of ML engineers. Not all problems have technical solutions nor should all solutions be technical. Nevertheless it is only the subset of technical solutions that we address here.

• Many ethical problems with ML systems are partially a result of "garbage-in-garbage-out" issues from fundamentally biased data. There exist technical approaches to "de-bias" such data (e.g. Amini et al. [44]). That does not mean we think that such technical approaches give us reason to ignore the underlying causes that gave rise to the biased data in the first place, only that such technical approaches are superior to pretending that no problem exists at all.

• We do not think that any improvement in fairness from the status quo is sufficient as an end state, but that such improvements are useful stepping stones to even more fair systems. Criticism is an indispensable part of that continuing process of improvement, and it should be both offered and welcomed freely.

• We do not wish to downplay the harm that AI systems can cause or the suffering of those harmed. Indeed, it is because of this harm, both actual and potential, that we wish to see improvements made.

• While we hope participants in this debate will act with comity, that is only a hope. We are in no position to impose a tone on anyone, nor would we seek to.

• Finally, we wish to remark that this paper is based on our own experiences implementing machine learning systems in academic and industry settings. It is unavoidably the product of our own backgrounds, and we recognize these experiences are not universal.
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